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The phoenix rises from the 
flames — Imagine is not dead. 
Bandersnatch, one of the 
vaunted ‘‘megagames’, 
been bought up by 
Research — and will be released 
for the QL in the New Year 

Dave Lawson, joint founder 
of Imagine, and lan Hethering 
ton, financial director, are 
heading a team of ex-Imagine 
staff which is working on the 
conversion. Bandersnatch was 
originally intended to be 
released in Spectrum ROM 
cartridge form 

Dave Lawson and lan Heth- 
erington have joined forces to 
set up Fire Iron, a new 
Liverpool-based ‘software 
house, which is working for 
Sinclair on a fee basis. It is 
rumoured that £100,000 was 
paid for the rights to 
Bandersnateh. 

Royalties from any of the 
megagames — and more are 
Continued on page 5 

Guaranteed 
to work 

Are you plagued by problems 
with your micro? Do you find 
yourself continually forking out 
for repair bills? This may be the 
answer to your problems — a 
service contract which means 
you will never have to pay to 
have your computer mended 
again. 

The Micro Repair Club offers 
a repair guarantee package 
which will cover you when your 
computer guarantee runs out 
Prices range from £24.95 for a 
one-year package, with £14.95 
for subsequent ‘renewal, to 
£57.95 for a four-year 
subscription. 

‘Once you've paid your initial 
subscription there's no charge 
for any repair. All major home 
computers are catered for: 
BBC, Dragon, Spectrum, 
Commodore 64, VIC-20 and 
Oric. 

Micro Repair has the backing 
of Domestic and General 
Insurance, and Computeraid 
Services, part of Thorn EMI 
Information Technology 

Continued on page 5 



48K SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM 

“KNIGHT LORE” recommended retail price £9.95 inc VAT 
Available from W.H.SMITHS, BOOTS, J.MENZIES, WOOLWORTHS 

and all good software retail outlets. Also available from 
ULTIMATE PLAY THE GAME, The Green, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire LE6 5JU 

(P&P included) Tel: 0530 411485 
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Competition 
results 

25 Winners to the GEC Dragon 
competition (spot the differ- 
ence). There were 9 differences. 
Miss R Melntosh, Edinburgh; RK 
Brookes, Brighton; Anthony "Smart, 
London E17; Marcus Stonebridge, Tyne 
& Wear; Joe Dean, Shropshire; CS 
Dutton Jnr, Kent; Kamal Sharma, S. 
Wales; Mr’ J Blake, Co Durham; A 

Cheltenham; C Clarke, "Co 
Durham: Stephen Wood, Chelmsford: 
Marek Kloska, Acton; ‘John Batten, 
Herts; Jay Sarao, ‘Tottenham; Jason 

Poole; Andrew Bennett, 
‘A Wood, Lincs; Peter Walsh, 

Northumberland: § P Dickinson, Ise of 
Wig Seddon, Wigan; Gregory 

tive N. irelan Reynard, 
Bradford; Me DG Dunkin, Hers MFR 
W Carr, Rhyl; B Halsey, Northants. 

Here’s the result of our U.S. 
Gold wordsquare: horizontal: 
Mystic Mansion, Beach-Head, 
Forbidden Forest; _vertici 
Slinky, Bruce Lee, Zaxxon; 
diagonal: Solo Flight. 

he following winners will 
each receive a copy of U.S. 
Gold’s Beach-Head and a U.S. 
Gold sweat-shirt: Ms E Chaloner, Tooting; Peter Cheesman, Harwich: Mr Oliver, Stamford; Tony ‘Almond, Clapham: 
Peter Taberham,, Warrington: Let London NWI: Me. Garbut, 

ef, RIT Pettigrew, No ‘Wovton-under Edge: Jason Brown. 
Kim ‘Swindon; Kevin Jackson, Sutton <Coldels Jim Trent Richard Johnson, urreys CF Brown 

Rajiv Kumar, Manchester; Me MF 
fon, David Smith, A¥rshite: 

mn 

Penrich; Mr D A Porter, Rochford: A More, 
ournemouth; MeA. Hartley, Aylesbury. 3 
Kavanagh) Humberside, Nie 2 Rahman, 
Nottingham: “A Campbell, Chaltenbam: 
Andrew Holtum, BEPO 39; Martin Simmons 
Sialdon: Me Mt Maddox, Cumbria; Michael 
Hamiton, Marking: Martin Boyles, Hertford 
Heath: Joseph € Spivey, Milton Keynes: Paul 
MCrone, Lincoln; M Watson, Wrexham: Ben Smiths Wisbech: ‘Les sbister, Biggleswade: Richard Davis, Dyed: Mark Polad lable: Martin “Bolt, Plymouth “Philip ‘Wort, Blackpool Jane Stephens, Cookha 
Alan Soper. Re Westerfield; Chistopher Bulmer, 

CDS Competition winners — 
Spot the difference — 10 differ- 
fences. 
Mis 1 J Moors, Surbiton: Mathew Brake, Gwent, Mr‘B Oattes, Reading: 
Chis’ Wachnicky, London W3:, Kevin 
Robertson, ESustex: Mr K_ Ceaser, 
Rotherhan; John C Wymer, Dyfed: CK 
Merson, Worcester; © Officer, Ha 
ool, Glenn Pars Cuil Micha avd, Galliaghy Paul Sagear, Middx: 
Pierre Vell W. "Kensington; Neale 
Whittaker, W. Yorks; AJ Wood, South: 
ampton; Nr Ht Smith, Plymouth: Tony 
Giscombe, Droitwich; Mr G Matthews, 

Leyland; London W7; Brian’ Taylor, 
Peter Brown, fo 
Cimpbel 
Rotherham: Mr K Allan, Merseysid 
Philip. Piper, Bristol: Torpe} 
Tottenham Ni7; M A Shi 
hham; M Hawkins, Kent; 
son, Ayrshire; Jason A, Wallwort 
Stockport; Wayne Law, Peterboroug 
Guy. Trayetherbe, Surrey; Me PG 
Williams, Cambs; Michael Tunstall, 
Lancashite; Mr C Crane, Staffs; PG 
Seaford, Bristol; P Cherry, Herts; Mr E 
P Mulholland, N. Yorks; Miss SL 
‘Atkins, Loughton; Mr D_ Russell, 
Wiltshire; Allan Shoree, Manchester; 
Nigel Howes, Sheffield; Mr J Whithi 

Dronfield; Makr Booker, Derbyshire: 
Gary Talbot, Co Durham: Mr 
Bowman, Cleveland; Mr SH Ashton, 
Eccleston; David Dawson, Broughton: 
‘Anthony Pope, Gl 

Blake, Aylesbury; A Panteli 
Steven Chan, Chester; RG Harnis, E. 
Sussex; Mr’ JL Litchfield, Milton 
Keynes; Mr R Mackenzie, Rochdale; Mr 
E J Butler, Leics; John Cahill, W. 
Sussex; Stephen Woodmore, Orpington: 
John G Smith, Dundee; Andrew D 
Gardiner, W Sussex; Mr Craig Taylor, 
Lanes; ‘Brian Murphy, Enfield: MJ 
Sinden, Brighton; A M Spayes, Abing- 
don; Simon Ashmead, Aylesbury; PA 
Deeprose, Kent; Mr’ Graeme Smith, 
Cleveland: Mr AC Harrold, Norfolk: 
Miss Maxine Adcock; Norfolk; David 
‘Swann, Co Down; Neil Stacey, Notts; 
Mr C'D Newell, Cheshire; Jonathan 
Goodwin, Lincs; Paui_ Smith, 
Merseyside: PE Johnson, S. Wirral 
Peter MeNicol, Ayrshire; Mr DJ 
Blundell, Southampton; Gordon 
Richards," Derbyshire; LE Wallhead, 
Leics; Graeme Brown, Edinburgh; RA 
Stevens, Essex; Kieron Day, Surrey; 
John Wright, Nottingham: Dale Lockler, 
Notts; John’ Calvert, Middlesborough: 
Jacqueline Garnett, Mold Clwyd: VA 
Foster, Portsmouth; Michael Ronald 
Boulncis, Cheshire: M R Kecfe, London 
SE25; Mr B Greenwood, Gloucester: 
Webb, Surrey alan Slutche Wilshire! 
Julia Brindley, Washington; Simon Lau, 
‘Swindon; Mr'B R Basting, Suffolk; J 
‘Thompson, Liverpool; Paul 
Suffolk; Roger Holmes, Middx; Brian 
Woodman, Bristol; Sun’ Tang, Enfield; 
MrJ-H Rushton, Telford: Oliver Brown, 
‘Ayrshire; Mr I West, Gtr Manchester: 
Dianne Graham, Northumberland; John 
Trinder, Northumberland; Gary 
Kenyon, Glasgow; John Arges, Milton 
Keynes Stringfellow, "Lancs; 
Lawrence Gaitskell, Basingstoke; Mr R 

Tony V ‘Raven, 
Fiona Sturrock, Edinburgh; Mr 

J Smith, $ Yorks; Chtistopher Jones, 
‘Gloucester; David Lomas, Dumfries; Mr 
John W Lashley, London SWS; Miss T 
Butler, Thamesmead; Mrs T M Britton, 
Llantwit; Russell Scott, Cambridge; LE 
Zawistowski, Bath; Mr R- Morton, 
Nottingham: D P Courtnadge, Warks: B 
Patel, Mitcham; Javid Karim, Herts; P 
Leach, London’ SES; Master N Martin, 
‘Cornwall; Pam McDonald, Glasgow; Mr 
D Rose, Whitchurch; R Ore, Surrey; Neil 
‘Stocks,’ Notts; Neil’ Thompson, Liver- 
pool; Mrs P Bates, Norfolk: P Bruce, 
Loughborough; Mr K Hilchey, Sussex; 
Master G Davidson, Merseyside; Mr J S 
Ling, South Ockenwood: Alan Spicer, 
Herts; lan C Risby, W. Glamorgan: 
Richard David_ Gorodecky, Midd 
David Smith, Sheffield; R’ Battams, 
London SE3; Jason Hayward, W Yorks; 
Jason Marlow, London E17 
Peter Lythaby, Humbs; Thomas Garrie, 
‘Hampshire; Me 
ham: Barry itlewood 
janet B Morrison, Ayrshire: G Speight, 

‘Cumbria; Stephen Collyer, Cheshire: D 
L Carter, ‘Swindon; Mark Ellis 
Sheffield; Elizabeth Webster, BFPO 3: 
Rochford, Wakefield; Paul Hampton, 
Bristol; B’ Hobson, W Yorks; Ray Blake, 
Rayleigh; Mr S Coe, Liverpool; CR 
Bowsher, S Glam; Paul Barratt, 
Liskeard;’ Andy Turner, Reading: F A 
Beale, ‘Dorset; Peter Beresford, 
‘Tameside: Ashin Sezes, Chariton; Mrs 
‘Susan L Britton, Walthamstow; Hemant 
K Mistry, Cricklewood: K’ Etches, 
‘Abram; Steven Baines, N Humbs; Mr D 
‘Trubshaw, Cleveland; Keiron Chedgey, 
Somerset; Rajiv Kumar, Gir Manchester: 
Mrs T-M Briton, S Glamorgan; Mr J 
Kent, Kent; David Cross, Clacton: David 
Whyie, Edinburgh; Miss J Valentine, 
Cliftonville; R D Cleaver, Northampton: 
shire; Mr MT Baker, Middx; Jason 
Lock, Somerset: Colin Bradley, 
Cheshire; Mr D Russell, Warminst 
Craig Henderson, Tyne & Wear; NM 
Harrison, Grantham; David Fitzman, 
Manchester; Mr C’ Hale, 
Robert Beedle, Cleveland; J ‘Bell, 
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London E9; Thomas R Stordy, Carliste 
John Sellings, Reading; W H Walker, 
Herts; R Sisodiya, Luton; lan A 
Stephen, Cheshire; Mr J” Hughes, 
Manchester 14; Andrew Kirkham, 
Lancs; Alan Smith, W Yorks; F Juge 
Cambs; Mr H C I Selby, Barkingside; C 
P Gough, Staffs; Mr S T Stephenson, 
Scarborough; Mrs L_ Scares, Maiden- 
head; PVG Atkins, Lochgilphead; 
‘Make A R Jadan, N Yorks; J R Hayfield, 
W Mids: Mr BG Burke, London E13; 3 
Kelly, Herts; PM Lovelock, Cheims- 
ford; Keith’ Marsh, Benfleet; Brian 
Johnson, Surrey; C'M_ White, Kent 
Master Kevin A Bardon, Slingsby; Mrs S 
Romahn, S Yorks; Marco Sosa, Portland 
Rise; lan Graham, Co Durham; Clayton 
‘Thompson, Notts: Nigel Hurst, E Sussex; 
Darren A’ Livesley, Merseyside; Gary 
Salmon, Walthamstow E17; Neil 
Howard, $ Devon; J M Salt, Nowting- 
ham; Mark Price, Weybridge: 
Gander, London NW9: Joni 
Fiddle,” Suffolk; Jonathan Leach, 
Devon; Mr J M Gallagher, Derby; Mr J 
Wiles, Devon; Andrew Johnson, 
Northampton; Neil Whitelaw, Bearsden; 
Mr B Palmer, Epping: Andrew Ivinson, 
‘Cumbria; Alan Ockerby, Bradfird; 
Sumner, London SE10; 

Mr J S'Almey, Humbs; Richard Bailey, 
Devon; Nicholas McBride, Dunstable: A 
3 Markham, Gt Yarmouth; tan Fyles, 
Lancs; Mr DG. White,  Lowesto! 
Andrew Foster, ‘Nottingham; Mr G 
Newton, Derbyshire; Andrew Cheung, 
Derbyshire; Rajesh, Hounslow: 
Jeetendra Patel, London E7; DK 
Farrow, Essex; R G Knight, Hents; KG 
Beadell, Herts; Barry Hilton, Polegate; 
Lap Ki'Kan, London SW8; P Davidson, 
Norton;,Isaakidis Anestis, Greece; Sue 
Blake, Kent; Simon Wilson, Croydon; 
Mr P'G Stancombe, Bristol; Carl John 
Key, Lancashire: Susie Whiting, 
Barnstaple; Dooniya Banya, London 
E13; M Radley, St Andrews: lan Hillary, 
Co Durham; Mr R L O'Dell, Warwick- 
shire; Steve Dean, Kent; Mr © Spooner, 
Suffolk; Mr P Serbert, N Yorks; M 
‘Cooper, Herts; Mr A Barrie, Edinburgh: 
Miss S’Amos, Northampton; Tony V 
Raven, Llanelli; Michael Ford, 
Aberdeen; Mrs A Griffiths, Wallington; 
Phil Seaton, St Albans; EA. Plets, 
Weston-Super-Mare: 
Surrey; Drew Thompson, 
Carleton Durkin, Yorkshire; Clive 
Huckins, London WI2; Mrs SM 
Norman, Leicester; R J Sollars, Bristol; 
Mr $ D'Nisbett, Leicester; John Ling, 
Sussex; P'S Barham, Yorkshire: Paul 
Houlton, Merseyside; Paula Dixon, 
Norwich: David Ogden, Cleveland: Mr B 
J Williams, West’ Mids; Simon 
‘Thompson, Oxon; Mr 3 F W Newman, 
Isle of Wight; John Joseph Knight, 
Belfast; Justin O Isbell, Dorking: 
‘Andrew Thornton, Leighton Buzzard; 
Mr W J Walsh, Dorking: Andrew 
Waller, Birmingham; Mr E N Cowan, 
East Finchley; Jeffrey Chan, Devon; 
Richard Smith, Stanway; G $ Hughes, 
Middx; Mr G' Pemberton, Vordanhill; 
Matthew  Tassell, Colchester; Koon 
‘Loong Chan, Oxon; Elliot Mason, Hove; 
Miss P F Oakes, Warks; Jason’ Higgs, 
Herts; 1 Watson, Birmingham: 
Husbands, Nottingham; Linda 
Ferguson, Northumberland; Sarabjit 
Sing, Hounslow; Mrs N’ Maynell, 
Penrith; Gary Davies, Liverpool 24; Mrs 
4A Keene, Basingstoke; Craig Mitchell, 
Maidstone: Smabbir Ahmed, London 
NI6; Mr’ H Collings, Aldershot; A 
Dimashio, Dartford; Bradley Howard, 
‘Stanmore: Ashok Saini, Hayes; BOR 
‘Smith, Rainham; Mr K W Carr, Clwyd; 
‘Stuart’ David Constantin, Merseyside: 
Andrew Bacon, Rivenhall; PM Saker. 
Ipswich; C Steger, Basildon; Christopher 
Jenkins, Fareham: Grahem Roantree, N 
Humbs: Mr G LN Butcher, Chelmsford; 
Alistair May, Moray; Jeffrey Rayment, 
Bristol; Mr R Burns, Oldham; Master 
Kevin’ Jackson, N’ Wales; Mr G 
Coleman, Worthing: M Went, Dagen- 
‘ham; Paul Carter, London N9; Clive B 

Green, Southampton; PE Tuffi 
Huntingdon; Mrs D Stevenson, Ket 
Jeffrey Relcher, Cobham; Mr D A 
Porter, Rochford; Andrew Offless, N 
‘Wales! Mark Ottaway, Sheppey: Michael 
Partridge, Devon; ‘Drew Freeland, 
Scotland; C Tihanyi, Clifton; Neil 
Cousins, Wigan; David A Ingram, 
Manstrie; T Frankland, Chelmsford; Mr 
P. Saunders, Cornwall; Christopher 
Pickles, W' Yorks: A P_ Goode, 
Birmingham; Mr S Gelderd, Leeds 10; 
Andrew Buchan, Hampshire; Mrs JM 
Boswell, Cardiff; Gregory Ward, 
‘Cumbria; Michael Adams, Bradford 13; 
G Dawson, Leicester; Simon Pollard, 
Sussex; DM O'Neill, Solihull; Mr K 
Austin, Cleveland 
Martin Bolton, 
Brewer, W Yorks; Mr 
Hornchurch; CA’ frogea 

aun Me lure, Mexborough: William 
Gather, Tyne & Wears Stephen Foy, 
Bexleyheath; Miss Naina Advani, 
London NI4; Robert Yeoman, Notting 
hham; Keith Quarrinion, London SEIS; 
‘George Thackray, W Yorks. 

There were seven game titles 
concealed in our Mind Games 
wordsquare. These were: Star 
Force Seven, Orion Quest, 
Invasion, Bismark, Quest for 
Basra Fall of Rome, Planet 
Fall. 

Here are the names of the 100 
winners, who will receive one of 
the Mind Game range: Gayle 
Tedbut, Leicester; Mark McVey. W Lot 
Richard Preston, Dorset, L.. Summerscale, 
Maite 1 Hughes, Manchester, Z Malik, Hounslow: D Roebu 
Lymington: Darren Johns, Cumbria: $1 Hall, 
Biol Kevin Clancy, London: Mary Bolas, 
Brite; Laurie Waller, Manchester: Clive 
Huckins, London: ¢ 

5 Neweaite 

‘ondon: AF. Jig, Warlord Mainen 
Home, Barking: RO Gosling, B Bie’ bea: D Rossel Warthinsere Kibisiers Biggleswade: John. Henman Swattamn: FH Reed, Hoddesdon; Graeme Baxter. Edinburgh: Ni ‘Stewart Cree, Aberdeen: 
Ronda; Darren Ewans, London: Tony Merrigan, London: PR 
Stephen "Burlegh, 

Favor. birmingham: 

fopher Kirk, Aylesbury: Nike Long.’ London: B J Curtis, Mark Pepperell ethan: KG” Meaty, 
tony’ Murphy. London: Robert Yvonne’ West, Aberdeen: 

‘Mu 

Swrewsbury; R Clark,’ Surton-on-Hull A Bou, Stourbridge: Brian MeMabon, Corby: 3 CChowes; Neweaste; David Hayes, Rainham: E Walker, Sutton: "Swansea; D Malis, Norwich: so, Swinton: EV 
aig, Cleveland 

‘Stockton: Tony Ballard, Southampe 
Coughlan, Stanfordle-Hope: Andrew Jlife, 
‘Stertton: Stephen Kirk, Northumberland: Gary 
Holman, Burpess Mill: KG Smith, Clencester: 
Simon "Ward, Edinburgh; Nicolas Varker 
Teiceser, Alan Hake, Aberdcen: Debra 

yne and Wear: G Rose, London: SO Basingstoke: Mark” Harrop, Eadie “Cousins, Sutherland: Mi Birmingham: delley Dickerson, Bristol: EG Walton, Powys: A M Brows, ment, 
Bristol; fan Esslemont, Bavingstoke, Grahame 
‘Chidwicks Grimsby. 

eeeccccccoccce 



From front page 

scheduled for release — will go 
to Imagine’s creditors. Imagine 
collapsed in the summer, 
leaving substantial debts. 

Christopher Chambers, offic- 
ial liquidator, from Arthur 
Young, McClelland, Moores, 
researched the megagames' 
potential fully before giving his 
blessing to the arrangement. He 
said that the deal with Sinclair 
Research offers ‘‘very 
substantial potential to recover 
monies for Imagine’s unsecured 
creditors?” 

Sinclair also has options on 
later megagames, such as 
Psyclapse for the Commodore 
64, which is still at an early 
stage of development. 

Sinclair software manager 
Alison Maguire said: “The 
games have enormous technical 
and marketing potential. They 
are at once complex, challeng- 
ing and very exciting and will be 

leal for the type of QL user we 
envisage?” 

Mr Chambers had approach- 
ed 30 software companies in an 
effort to set up a deal and 
thus raise money to pay off 
Imagine’s creditors. With the 
exception of Sinclair, none of 
the companies were ‘interested 
in the venture because of the 
thousands of pounds-worth of 
investments needed. 

Nick Alexander, chairman of 
GOSH and managing director 
of Virgin Games, welcomed this 
move. “It’s good to see that all 
the programming effort which 
went into Bandersnatch won't 
be wasted}” he said. 
“We saw Bandersnatch when 

Imagine came round to soft- 
ware houses in June shortly 
before the company collapsed”? 
he continued. ‘*At that stage it 
obviously still required a great 
deal of programming and it 
didn’t look very impressive, 
although from what Imagine 
was saying, it would be. It did 
need an awful lot of work!” 

Virgin Games turned down 
Bandersnatch because of the 
amount of money needed for 
ROM cartridge development. 
“It makes sense that the game 
will be released on the QL 
because it did need a lot of 
additional memory, which is 
why it was going’ to be so 
expensive?” said Nick Alexander. 
“Tlook forward to seeing it and 
playing with it!” 

Sinclair Research, 28 Stanhope 
Ra, Camberley, Surrey 

Guarantee 
From front page 

Division, is the company which 
carries out the repairs. 

Micro Repair general 
manager Simon Jamison sai 
“The club is offering a service 
that has been needed in the 
home computer market for a 
Jong time. Now users will know 
that if their computers break 
down after the initial manufac- 
turer's warranty has run out, 
they can still protect their 
investment by joining the club!” 
And schools can participate 
the scheme at a reduced rate: 

initial membership is £24.95, 
with additional computers 
covered at £19.95 each. 

Future plans for the Micro 
Club include newsletters 

offers, as well as 
extension of warranty to cover 
peripherals. 
Simon Jamison, general 

manager, has worked in the 
computer industry for many 
years both as a management 
consultant and an accountant. 

He siad: ‘During my assigi 
ments with computer clients it 
became apparent that there was 
no repair or extended guarantee 
facility for home computers?” 

His experience was useful 
when it came to forming the 
club, He commented: The fact 
that I have been involved in the 
financial arena and with a 
number of computer companies 
made the task of putting 
together an insurance company 
to underwrite the scheme and a 
maintenance company to carry 
out the repairs a fairly straight- 
forward task.” 
The Micro Repair Club is 

hoping to recruit a large 
number of members over the 
Christmas period. Simon 
Jamison said: "I'm sure a lot of 
parents will feel easier about 
buying their children fairly 
expensive computers for 
Christmas knowing that if they 
should break down after the 
manufacturer’s warranty 
expires there will not be large 
repair bills?” 

Dealers and retailers are also 
being offered the chance to 
benefit from the new club and 
can share its success by offering 
membership to new owners at 
the time of purchase. 

The Micro Repair Club, Swan 
Court, Mansel Rd, Wimbledon, 
London SW19 44A 

Sabreman 
returns 

New from Ultimate: Under- 

for the 48K Spectrum at £9.95, 

they revolve around the 
continuation of Sabreman’s 
adventures. 
Underwurlde features 

“hundreds of different fast 
moving, high resolution screens 
of action packed animation and 
adventure, according to 
Ultimate. It comes complete 
with a colour booklet. 

Knight Lore “represents the 
very pinnacle of software 
development on the 48K 
Spectrum’! according to 
Ultimate. It’s a 3D adventure 
with Sabreman trapped among 
aliens and monsters. Over 200 

idual frames mean that 
Ultimate claims that 
Sabreman is the most 

animated character in home 
computing software history to 
date!” 

Both games incorporate a 
fast. security program to 
discourage software theft. 

Ultimate, The Green, Ashby de 
la Zouch, Leics LE6 SJU 

Micros talk 
back 

‘Tymas Talkies is the name of a 
new series of games which are 
reported to talk without speech 
hardware. ‘You get the 
excitement of speech without 
the cost of a synthesizer!"} 
according to Tymac. 
The range caters for 

Commodore 64, VIC-20 and 
Atari 400/800. There are four 
releases for the CBM 64: Flyer 
Fox, Galdalf the Sorcerer, 
Pegasus and the Trials of 
Perseus and First Strike. 
Introduced by Tymac as one- 
player 3D simulation games, 
they cover the spectrum of 
arcade games, from flight 
simulation through mythology 
to nuclear warfare. Each game 
costs £9.95 on cassette and 
£14.95 on disc. 

Tymas has launched two 
games for the VIC-20: Samurai 
and Code Name: Deadzone, 
costing £12.95. Wizard's 
Graphics is scheduled for 
release soon . and will cost 
£14.95. Bio-Defense, for the 
Atari, costs £14.95. 

Tymas, Temple Hse, 43-48 New 
Si, Birmingham 

W H Smith is planning another 
series of computer exhibition 
evenings for potential 
customers to have a hands-on 
demonstration of the Advance 
86, which is sold exclusively by 
W’H Smith computer shops. 
Nearly 30 exhibition evenings 
are planned and invitations will 
be issued. The venues will be W 
H Smith shops or a local hotel, 
No more than 100 invitations 
will be issued for each 
exhibition. Enquire at your 
local W H Smith for details, 

It’s not just good fun — it's 
also good for you. That’s the 
verdict from CGL about 
George the programmable 
robot. George stands 16.8 cm 
high and has up to 48 
programmable steps, He has 
three selectable gears and nine 
time intervals. 

Any action may be program- 
med step by step, and George 
also emits a light beam and 
robot-like sound, The beneficial 
part is the programming. David 
Morein, CGL managing direc- 
tor, said: “More and more of 
our best-selling products will 
incorporate a. definite 
educational element in_ their 
functions. For instance, George 
the computer robot is fun to 
play with, but this program- 
mable toy will actually be 
teaching children to program 
while they're playing a game 
with him! 
CGL says that the 25-key 

programmable control panel is 
extremely simple to use and can 
be taught to children aged from 
four upwards. George costs 
£23.95 and comes complete 
with instruction manual and 
guarantee, 

CGL, CGL Hse, Goldings Hill, 
Loughton, Essex IG10 2RR 

What all children will want 
to see in their Christmas 
stocking? 
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Sweeney 
software 

One more in the spate of TV 
spin-offs now appearing on 
your micro screen - Minder 
from dk’tronies. After negotiat- 
ing a contract with Thames TV, 
dk’tronics has developed 
programs around The Sweeney, 
Benny Hill and the series will be 
available for Amstrad, Oric, 
Commodore, Spectrum and the 
MSX system. 

dk tronics, 
Ind 

Unit 6, Shire Hill 
Est, Saffron Walden, Essex 

Mastertronic is distributing 
Games Designer for the 
VIC-20. Originally published by 
Galactic, it is now bei 
relaunched by AIP with a 
revised instruction booklet 
Mastertronic states it is “the 
perfect introduction to 
programming on the VIC-20": 
Games Designer costs £10.95, 

Mastertronic, Park Lorne, 111 
Park Rd, London NW8 7JL 

Do you have hankerings to 
improve your knowledge of a 
foreign ianguage after your 
summer holidays abroad? 
Southern Educational Software 
has extended its range of 
language programs, and now 
includes French levels one to 
three for the 48K Spectrum 
(£4.99), German level one, also 
for the 48K Spectrum at £4.99, 
Quad, for the CBM 64 is a 3D 
noughts and crosses game 
costing £5.95 

Southern Educational Software, 
4 Priory Rd, Maidstone, Kent 
MEIS 6NW. 

Here’s a date for your diary 
November 10 and 11. That’ 
when the first London Micro 
Market will be held at the 
Wembley. Exhibition Centre. 
More than 100 companies will 
be showing software, hardware 
and peripherals at reduced 
prices. A panel of experts will 
be available for consultation b; 
first time buyers and there w 
be competitions to win over 
£1,000-worth of computer 
equipment, as well as a bring 
and buy area. Entry is £1.50 for 
adults, 7Sp for children under 
14. Doors open at 10. am and no. 

dults are admitted unless 
scompanied by a child. 

Champagne corks were popping 
when Commodore announced 
that it had produced its 
millionth computer at the 
temporary factory in Corby. 
Commodore UK_ general 
manager, Howard Stanworth, 

Arthur Daley and Terry 

said: “‘This Commodore 64 is 
very special for ws, since it is the 
best-selling home computer in 
the world, but says a great deal 
about Commodore's growing 
contribution to Britain in terms 
of jobs, both directly and 
indirectly through suppliers, 
and also in terms of exports 

The new Commodore 16 and 
Plus/4 will also be produced at 
the Corby factory, which has 
now been open for 15 months 

Do you have trouble with 
French? Perhaps this is the 
painless solution to your 
problems. Silver Soft has 
launched French on the Run 
for the BBC: this is a text 
adventure which requires you 
to. answer multiple choice 
questions of the type favoured 
by most GCE and ‘O" level 

im boards ammar, 
vocabulary idioms, 
comprehension nd basic 
knowledge are all tested 

The game casts you in the 
guise of an English war-time 
pilot, taken captive in occupied 
France. You manage to escape, 
but then comes the hard part 
You must make you way across 

France, but none of the natives 
speak a word of English. There 
are four routes of increasing 

linguistic difficulty and the 
game costs £9.95 

Silver Soft, London Hse, 
271-273 King St, London W6 
AZ 
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soon on you micro 

Here’s a round-up of the latest 
releases for you. 

* Kemp has released Stock 
Control (£34.95) for the M: 
and Sales Ledger for the 
Spectrum (£24.95). Sales 
Ledger is an accounting 
program on which you can 
record business sales and keep 
track of debtors, and the 
purchase price includes a 
16-page manual. 

Kemp, 43 Muswell Hill, Lon- 
don N10 3PN 

* MegaSub Command, from 
NTD Software, casts you as the 
captain of the world’s most 
advenced submarine. Your duty 
is to protect the North Atlantic 
from enemy invaders. Price: 
£2.99 for the Spectrum. 

NTD Software, PO Box 543, 
London SW6 SDS 

* The Magic Sword is Database 
Publications’ program for pre 
school infants. It's a fairy-tale 
adventure which comes com 
plete with a 48-page colour 
book. Available for BBC/ 
Flectron, Spectrum and 
Commodore 64, it costs £8.95 

Database Publications, Europa 
Hse, 68 Chester Rd, Hazel 
Grove, Stockport SK7 NY 

* Palace Software has brought 
out two new American games 
for the VIC-20. They're Squish 
and Bricks. Both are arcade 
games and cost £5.99. In Squish 
you must exterminate bugs, 
while in Bricks you must avoid 
being squashed by a ton of 
bricks. 

Palace Software, The Video 
Palace, 275 Pentonville Rd, 
London NI 9NL 

* Watch your Weight, from 
Acornsoft for the BBC is a 
diet program which should 
encourage all fatties to shed 
pounds. The program sets up 
your target weight and tells you 
how long it should take you to 
reach your goal. It also supplies 
you with nutritious low-calorie 
menus and if all else fails, 
sympathises when you give up. 
Published jointly by Acornsoft 
and the Consumers’ Associa 
tion, the cassette costs £11.90. 

Acornsoft, Betjeman Hse, 104 
Hills Rd, Cambridge CB2 1LQ 

* Beach-Head has now been 
converted for the Spectrum and 
costs £7.95. Also from U.S 
Gold — Zaxxon (£9.95) now on. 
the Commodore 64. 

U.S. Gold, Unit 10, The Park- 
way Industrial Centre, Heneage 
St, Birmingham B7 4LY 



You'll never dream a program 
could be this good!!! 

Join Wally in his nightmare 
Sensational Software from 

MIKROSGEN 
44 The Broadway, Bracknell. Tel: (0344) 427317 

Available for Commodore 64 and Spectrum 48K wailable for 
AVAILABLE FOR SPECTRUM 48K at £6.95 

AND CBM 64 at £7.95 
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Over £1,000-worth of 

‘software to be won 
Here's a chance for 

Spectrum owners to win 
four challenging games from 

Bug-Byte 

This week we're running a 
wordsquare competition 
with Bug-Byte software as 
prizes. Find the hidden 
Bug-Byte game titles and 
around £24-worth of 
software could be yours. 

Fourty-five winners will each 
receive four of Bug-Byte’s top 
selling games — Manic Miner 
Pool, Aquarius and Birds and Bees 
All ‘these games run on the 
Spectrum 48k. 

In Manic Miner you have to help 
Miner Wally find the hidden store 
‘of treasure collected by alien 
mining robots over countless 
centuries, It’s a real challenge as 
there. are miles ‘of underground 
taverns to explore on the way and 
plenty of nasties who aim ro thwart 
Your fortunesseeking ambitions, 
including poisonous pansies, 
spiders, slime and, worst ofall the 
manic mining. robots. themselves 
Will you manage to. reach the 
surface and’ claim your riches ‘or 
‘ill somebody get you on the way? 

Pool is adapted from the popular 
table game of the same name and 
can be played by one or two people. 
You have to pot the object balls 
using the cule ball but You need 19 
control the speed and direction of 
your shots with great accuracy ia 
drder to achieve good ress. Pool 
requires skill and judgement rather 
than fast reactions, Will you come 
Up to scratch of will the pressure be 
too much? 

‘Aquarius takes you deep under: water "commanding a team. of 
frogmen. You and your men must 
destroy the death machines which a 
hostile government has hidden in 
water-filled caverns around the 
world, There are mines, sharks, Srangieweed. and poisonous sea 
squirts to make your task more 
difficult and the machines are 
protected "by an. clectric. barrier 
which you must defuse, When you 
succeed there's another more 
dangerous mission for you [0 

tackle. 
Birds and Bees is set in a tranquil 

rural location — but don’t be 
deceived. Danger lurks behind 
every blade of grass. You must help 
Boris Bee collect nectar from a field 
full of amazing flowers but the 
local birds don’t like the idea and 
there are vicious plants and 
centipedes at every turn, not to 
mention a bear who is out to raid 
the hive. Can you help Boris 
through these dangers or will the 
hazards of the countryside defeat 
you? 

If you like the sound of this 
excitement then enter now 

How to enter 
Study the wordsquare and mark all 
the Bug-Byte software titles that 
you find with a ball-point or semi- 
‘opaque felt tip pen. Complete the 
coupon clearly and fully — if you 
are a winner it will be used as a 
lable. Send the wordsquare and 
coupon to us. 
Important: write the number of 
titles you found on the back of the 
envelope. 

Send your entry to Bug-Byte 
Competition, Home Computing 
Weekly, No. 1, Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB. Closing date is 
at first post on Friday November 2, 
1984. 

‘You may enter as many times as 
you wish, but each entry must be on. 
an official coupon — not a copy — 
and sealed in a separate envelope. 

Prizes will arrive from Bug-Byte 
within 28 days of the publication of 
the issue containing the results of 
the competition. 

‘The rules 
Entries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus. Specialist Publica 
tions, Bug-Byte and Alabaster Passmore 
& Sons. This restriction also applies to 
‘employees’ families and agents of the 
‘companies 

The How to Enter section forms part 
of the rules. 

Bug-Byte games 
Manic Miner 
Rapscallion 
Star Trader 
Pool 
Birds and Bees 
Aquarius 
Antics 
Old Father Time 
Twin Kingdom Valley 

out 





AMSTRA 

Change you 
The increasing popularity of the Amstrad is inevitably 

leading to an influx of useful programs. This Character 
Generator program by Darren Matthews is one such example 

This program for the Amstrad 
CPC464 computer allows you 
to design your own characters 
Character numbers 124-255 can 
be re-defined — giving a total 
of 132 re-definable characters. 

Characters are designed on 
an 8 x 8 grid using keys | to 8 to 
turn a dot on or off, and keys 9 
and 0 to move the cursor which 
is shown as a ‘greater than’ 
sign, A hi-res display constantly 
shows what the character looks 
like. 
When you have finished your 

character, press the ‘ENTER’ 
key and it will be stored as the 
character you wanted. Press ‘N’ 
to redefine a new character. 

Your characters can be saved 
onto tape, but before you load 
them into your program you 
must enter ‘SYMBOL AFTER 
124) 
Many useful routines are 

included in the program, for 
instance: rotate through 90 
deg.; mirrors; inverse and edit Gen iceaa, TS CLEAR SYMBOL AFTER 124 
All instructions needed are 4 
shown on the screen. pee ee 

Variables Se rN 
A. ‘position of cursor {600-630 up-date gris res 
€ character No. display 
D character No. to edit (640-670 new character 
Gand H arrays for grid {680-790 edit character 
and 1S ding 800-870 vertical mirror 11@ ORIGIN. 225,304 ,225,238,304,319 
AS read key press 880-950 horizontal mirror 120 PAPER 21PEN 11 
Mand N_ used for loops 960-1030 rotate left 130 PENAS,3 
GX and GY co-ordinates of grid | | 1040-1110 rotate right 148 RESTORE:FOR NeIt TO 25 
x 1120-1160 inverse 150 READ 1,16 

isplay 1170-1240 store character 16@ LOCATE” I,N 
4 alu be of each ine ofr ee pep oboe ee 

Lats at enact 2 Store char* : are 8 "which set of characters to| | 1380-1410 save characters 2oe DATA Stoica. 1 Dot enrare';3,°9/0 | Cursor up/dn" 8, 
speek 1420-1458 “loed characters, SC + Clear grid,5,7E + Edit Char™,5,"V 1 Vert mirror”, 

Y. dot No. (1 to 8) 1460-1490 update grid and hi-res! | s\-H 1 Horis mirror 
Fs file name during sub-routines zie DATA 5,°R's Rotate left",5,"T s Rotate right "5." 

hange yo 
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PROGRAM 

220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
208 
290 
308 
318. 
328 
33a 
40 
350 
3a 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 

518 
528 
530 
540 
350 

390 
rt 
620) 

2 Inverse",5,"Z : Nos. 
"S/L + Save/load™,5,"* 

2 Rewet chars* 
GOSUB 1308 
PAPERW1,@:CLS#1 
PAPERW2,2:CLS#2 
PAPERWS, 1:CL5#3 
PAPERWS ,2:CLS04 
PRINT#S, "12545678"; 
PEN#1 5 
FOR N=1 To 8 
LOCATE! ,14N 
PRINT#L, “Hhnnmane” 
NEXT 
PEN#2,1 
LOCATEN2, 1A 
PRINT#2," >") 
LOCATE i3,S:PRINT C 

124-109",5,°% Nos. 

FOR GY=i TO 81FOR Gx=1 TO 8:6(GX,GY)=@ 
NEXT: MOVE 
AS=INKEYS! 
IF As» 
IF INKEY(18)=@ THEN 
IF INKEY(62)=@ THEN 
IF INKEY(46)=@ THEN 
IF INKEY(S8)=@ THEN 
IF INKEY(S5)=@ THEN 
TF INKEY(44)=@ THEN 
IF INKEY(58)=@ THEN 
IF INKEY(51)=@ THEN 
IF INKEY(35)=@ THEN 

GOSUB 1171 
sora 278 
Gosu 640 
GOsUB 468 
GOsuB Bea 
GosuB 886 
GOSUB 968 
GOSUB 1840 
GOSUB 1128 

GY*2-21DRAWR 14,8,0:NEXT 
F Age" GOTO 398 

"AND AS<"9"THEN GOTO 680 
GOSUB 

198-255",3, 

1308 

IF INKEY(29)=32 THEN GOSUB 125@¢IF Fei THEN RUN 
IF INKEY(71)=® THEN G=124:G0SUB 1308 
IF INKEY(63)=@ THEN S=19@:GOSUB 1380 
IF INKEY(68)=@ THEN GOSUB 138@:G0TO 68 
IF_INKEY(34)=@ THEN GOSUB 1428:G0TO 48 
LOCATEW2,1,ArPRINT#2," ") 
IF As: 
1F 

‘AND ADi THEN A=A-1 
‘AND AC@ THEN Amati 

LOCATEW2, 1 ,ALPRINT#2, ">" 
GoTo 398 
YmVAL (AS) 
IF G(A,V)=@ THEN G(A,V)=1:PENOs ,1/LOCATE®1,V,AlPRIN 

T#i, "9" 2PLOT Ve2-2, 16-Ae2. 
PEN@1 , 31 LOCATE: ,V,ArPRINT#L KA, y) 

=2,16-A2,0 
oro 398 
INPUT#S, "Character no. "3 
IF C6124 OR C>255 THEN GOTO 648 
CLS*4:LOCATE 13,5:PRINT C 
RETURN 
INPUT@4,, "Character no. "sD. 
IF D¢i24 OR D>255 THEN GOTO 698 
cise 
PLOT @,14,1 
‘TAG: PRINT CHRS«D) 
TAGOFF 
FOR Y=i TO 8:FOR X=! 1 TO 8 

GOTO 630 
w"ysPLOT Vez 

IF TEST (X#2-2,16-Ye2)=1 THEN Pai ELSE P=3 
PEN#1 ,PsLOCATEWS ,X,¥sPRINT@4 
BLY, X}=P+3e (P=3) 
NEXT NEXT 
RETURN 
FOR GY=t TO :FOR 6) Kai TO 8 
HY ,6X) =G (GY GX) #NEXT: NEXT 
FOR GY=i TO SIFOR Gi 
B(GY,0x)=H¢GY,9-Gx) 

Kat TO 8 

84@ IF G(GY,GX)=1 THEN Pei ELSE Pas 
852 GOSUB 1468 
868 NEXT:NEXT 
878 RETURN 
888 FOR GY=1 TO S:FOR GX=1 TO 8 
898 H(GY,GX)=G(GY GX) :NEXT:NEXT. 
98 FOR GY=1 TO G:FOR Gx=1 TO 8 
918 G(GY,GX) =H¢9-GY,Gx) 
928 IF GIGY,GX)=1 THEN P=i ELSE PaS 
938 GOSUB 1460 
948 NEXT NEXT 
950 RETURN 
968 FOR GY=1 TO 8:FOR GX=1 TO 8 
97@ H(GY ,X)™G (GY GX) sNEXT#NEXT. 
982 FOR GY=1 TO BIFOR GX=1 TO 8 
998 G(GY,GX) =H (GX ,9-GY) 

IF G(GY,GX)=i THEN P=i ELSE P=s 
1918 GOSUB 1468 
1020 NEXTsNEXT 
1838 RETURN 
4@4@ FOR GY=1 TO 8:FOR Gx=i To 8 
185 H(GY Gx) =G(GY,GX) +NEXT#NEXT 
1868 FOR GY=i TO BIFOR Gx=1 TO @ 
1878 G(GY ,Gx)=H(9-Gx,GY) 
1808 IF GIGY,GX)=1 THEN P=1 ELSE Pa: 
1098 GOSUB 1468 
1108 NEXTsNEXT 
1118 RETURN 
4128 FOR GY=1 TO 81FOR Gx=1 To 8 
1132 IF G(GY,GX)=1 THEN G(GY,GX)=@:P=3:Q0SUB 1460:G0TO 
11508 
114@ G(GY,GX)=1:P=11G0SUB 1460 
1150 NEXTINEXT 
116@ RETURN 
1178 FOR Gy=1 TO & 
1108 L=8 
1198 FOR Gx=1 To 8 
1208 IF G(GY,Ox) = 
1218 Lat+2~(8-Gx) 
1228 NEXTSL (GY)=LsNEXT 
123@ SYMBOL C,L (1) yL(2) 4443) 4L.(4) LC) 44.66) ,L(7) (8) 
124@ RETURN 
1258 PRINT#4, "Are you sure (Y/N) * 
1268 ASMINKEYS: IF AS="" THEN GOTO 1260 
1278 IF INKEY(43)=@ THEN Fei ELSE F=@ 
1200 CLee4 
129@ RETURN 
1380 Sis 
1310 FOR MeB TO 2 
1328 FOR N=S TO 24 
1338 LOCATE 22+ne6,N 
134 PRINT StsCHRS(G1) 
135@ SimGi+1 
1368 NEXTINEXT 
1378 RETURN 
1368 CLS 
139@ INPUT “FILE NAME"; FS 
1482 SAVE Fs,B,42976, 1056 
1418 RETURN 
14628 CLS 
143@ INPUT “FILE NAME} FS: 
1448 LOAD Fs,42976 
145@ RETURN 
1460 PENOL,P 
1478 LOCATE@1 ,Gx,GY 
1482 PRINT#1,"#"; :PLOT GXe2-2,16-GYe#2,P+3e(P=3) 
1498 RETURN 

THEN GOTO 1220 
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resenting pages of facts, you 
can move forward to the next 
page, or back to the previous 
page if something wasn’t quite 
clear to you. 

The tests appear at two levels. 
I didn’t find either particularly 
difficult — and my French is 
virtually non-existent! As long as 
you know the French pronouns, 
then the answer to all questions 
can be guessed correctly every 
time. So, as tests go, these are 
simplicity itself, and’ once you 
know the trick in answering 
questions, rather pointless 

French 
Revision 
Level1 

48k espacio 

Southern Educational Software, 
4 Priory Rd, Maidstone, Kent 
MEIS 6NW 

This program follows a familiar 
pattern in educational software. 
It starts by presenting a few 
pages of fact — in this case, 
the present tense of French verbs For those wanting to go 
— then proceeds 10 test how further, SES offer a Level 2 tape 
well you have absorbed the which ‘deals with prepositions 
knowledge. and adjectives 

It is difficult for any program 
of this type to be outstanding, instructions 
Dut this cassette did have some ease of use 
meresting features. Colour, display 

value for money sound, and graphics have been 
combined well to make some- 
thing. as boring as French verbs 

Kuma Computers, Unit 12, 
Horseshoe Park, Horseshoe Rd, 
Pangbourne, Berks 

Ithis is one of a number of 
packages available to enable you 
to create works of art on the 64, 
This operates in multicolour 
mode and supplies a wide range 
fof commands for handling 

iffaraphics. Commands are avail 
Fable for the drawing of lines, 
triangles, circles, clipses, 
squares, arcs and parallelograms 
with optional fill. You can also 
form a range of operations on 
luser defined blocks of screen and y 

1 found 

include text in your masterpiece. 

remember 
to 

pen _plotted| 
which colour, especially when 
drawing complex pictures. 
Drawing is via a sprite cross hair 
cursor and, although preset 
movement’ positions were 
provided, 1 found movement 
sluggish and tiresome. Two 

To aid construction of your 
Imasterpiece, perspective lines 
ican be plotted. 

1 found the use of colour 
rather awkward in that you 
define the four colours initially! 
land must then redefine the’ 
colours in specified blocks as you 
progress. 

Spectrum 
Sound Effects 
14K Spectrum 

£7.95 
MFM Data Services, 41a 
‘Camden Rd, Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent 

it, difficult 
which 

Imovement speeds would have 
helped 

The system uses sequential 
ites to SAVE, making use of 
pictures in your own programs 
awkward. 
Overall 1 found this system a 

le unfriendly and the manual 
rather woolly, but with effort 
Jand patience, you can produce| 
some amazing results. A.W. 

Recently, a number of software 
packages have appeared aimed at 
helping the inexperienced pro- 
grammer produce professional 
graphic effects without machine 
code. Now, MFM offer the same 
style of package, but for sound. 

“There are 50 basic sounds with 
which to work. If this doesn’t 
sound like many, bear in mind 
that by varying the delay built 
{nto each sound, the whole effect 
is changed. There are 40 
different delays, together with a 
high and low pitch range. 

It’s difficult to imagine any 
sound that can’t be synthesised 

( 

fn 

¥ display 
value for money 
aKkK*k * 

Mh, 
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Character 
Creator 

TI-99/4A £4 
Stephen McKearney, distributed 
by Stainless Software, 10 Alstone 
Road, Stockport 

If you have difficulty coping 
with binary and hexadecimal 
numbers or you want to define 
large numbers of shapes, this is 
quite a useful utility. It is not 
totally crash-proof, so you 
should tread with care 

It will work in either TI or 
Extended BASIC, the choice 
being made at the start of the 
program. Although Extended 
BASIC will execute faster, there 
are fewer characters for 
redefinition. Here, TI BASIC 
provides for 48, while Extended 
BASIC allows only 32. For most 
purposes this should be sufficient 
A. variety of operations are 
available, {rom initial creation of 

Make your 
micro work 

Programs to teach you a thing 
or two — about using your 
computer and about French 

and the Highway Code 

with this; from horses hooves to 
@ penny whistle, from lazer zaps 
to an old jalopy, though the 
excellence of the effect can only 
be appreciated with a little 
amplification! 

‘You can isolate the sounds, 
saving the code to tape for your 
own use, and also create your 
‘own. The sounds can be called 
direct from the keyboard, their 
wave form drawn on the screen, 
then their delay varied, 

‘The whole thing comes with a 
detailed manual, which also 
describes how to transfer to 
Microdrive. Well done MFM, a 
useful and versatile utility. D.M. 

instructions 100% 
case of use 95 
display 9s 
value for money 

EEE 

My 

i 

This is 

DY es 

1 eT £0 
‘a shape in a manner similar to 
that provided by a program 
available in early versions of the 
TI Users’ Reference Guide, to 
composite creation by position 
ing defined shapes within a nine 
by 11 character box. The hex 
definition strings produced can 
be loaded from or saved to tape 
or disc, or sent to a printer, 
and Epson type graphics are 
supported. 

Image reversal, rotation, and 
inversion is possible, and shapes 
can also be edited after creation, 
One criticism: the inability to exit 
from LOADing or SAVEing 
without going through those 
‘operations. Documentation is 
sparse but adequate, and 
contains hints and warnings. P.B. 

instructions 85% 
case of use 909% 
display 90% 
value for money 90%, 

KweKKK 

sas: a 
The Highway 

code 
48K Spectrum 

£6.95 
Datek Computing, 11 Warwick! 
Court, Princes Drive, Harrow, 

learning program for! 
adults, aimed at taking the 
ldrudgery out of learning road 
signs for the driving test. The 
impressively packaged tape has a 
demonstration of traffic. lights 
plus test on one side, togeth 
with a level crossing demonstra- 
fio. The othe ia teach and vst 
quiz on traffic signs and road 

Arvarkings 
The general format offers the] 

Jquestions with their answers, a 
fimed test with summary "of 
results, the opportunity to see the 
Janswers to the ones you got 
fwrong, and the chance to correct 
them. ‘Each set_of questions is 
loaded separately, which is a 
lengthy business.’ Microdrives 
would be the answer, but there’s 
no save to Microdrive option. 

All the signs and markings} 
imaginable are graphically 
illustrated, making excellent use 
lof the facilities of the Spectrum, 
The presentation is very good, 
jusing machine code throughout, 
though not up to the best games 
standard. When the solutions 
Joption is chosen, the questions 
flash momentarily across the 
screen, 

‘As. an experienced driver, I 
learned something, so this must 
be worthwhile. It’s certainly 
better than learning the Highway 
Code itself. DM. 

instructions 
lease of use 
display 
value for money 

kkk 





Cribbage 
48K Spectrum 

£5.50 
Gamma, 12 Milverton Rd, 
London NW6 7AS of the pegging than the thermo: us delay ‘while the cards were 

meter-type graphics would be shuffled then dealt. There were 
I haven't played Cribba preferable. Eborsoft has produced a number several simple bugs, and input 
years. It's an interesting game, I enjoyed playing but, apart Of vcard game compilations, en ng was very bad 
Tequiring skill, low cunning and from the first three games, I have grouped into sets of two to four Programs of the standard 
simple addition not lost since. Advertised for per tape, cach tape retailing at offered by these tapes appeared 

This implementation is the expert or novice, it, needs a f18. The tapes covered in this soon after the launch of the Oric 
five-card, two-player version second, expert skill level feview are Cards 4 (Tausendeins, i —- Oric owners have come tc 
with the Spectrum as your addicts without G6. Schneider), Cards $ (lass, expect a lot better than these 
‘opponent ill like this. D.C. Klabberjass), Cards 9 (Euchre, poor offerings trom Eborsoit! 

If you've never played five on Top, Eoarie) and Cards DN 
cribbage, the instructions instructions 90% 11 (Yukon, Schapfkopt, Bass 
painlessly teach you the easeof use 908 adewitz) instructions 10% 
Tudiments and gives you prompts display 30% Cominents for ali tapes are playability 30% 
throughout the game to help you value for money 90% much the same. All programs are 30% 
along BASIC, follow a ¥ oney dow 

The score is recorded on the 
board, displayed 

with the green 
a below. The cards 

erned backs, with 

Four Dice/ 
Board Games 

(G23) 
48K Oric/ 

Atmos £10.00 
Eborsoft, 81 Hull Rd, York YO 
US 

This offering from a new north: 
east software house combines 
four BASIC programs on one 

‘tape. The games follow a similar 
theme; requiring a mixture of 
skill and luck against the, 
[computer on board-type games. 

The games are called. Sen 
Tablan, Chase the girls 
Palm Tree and they are very 
disappointing. 

The only instructions provided 
fare those on the tape when the| 
frame is loaded which are very 
poor, making it almost 

peimpossibie "to “play. Ik 100k 
several hours to review this tape My 
fand Iam certain the effort was 
not worthwhile 

MW Although you get four games 
Von tape, they are so similar tha it 

mikes litte difference which one 
you play. If there is any 

r Enjoyment it is in puzzling out 
how to play, as there isn’t much] 
to them once you manage to get 
going! (As there are an increasing 
number of good quality 

ng for the Oric,| programs appeai 
f place. It does not this is out 

make the gi 
cs ‘ams which the} 

i micro ma renot 
M good enough to publish. D.N, 

instructions 10% 
playability 20% 

aphics 30%] 
value formoney 20m PS» 

fA by 

os 

clearly readable fac 
is a running score of games won. 

A more lifelike representation 

kkk 

Card Games 
48K Oric/ 
Atmos £15 

Eborsoft, 81 Hull Rd. York YO! 

nd there 

You're encouraged to gambie 
on this mixture of cards, dice 
and board games. Take’ the 

gamble out of buying 
mf software and read the reviews 

first 

Hustler 
Spectrum 

£6.99 
Bubble Bus, 87 High St 

FF bridge, Kent TN9 IRX 

the wrong pocket or the wrong 
order, and the offending bali will 
then be out of play 

The gra 
balls are 
they're not coloured 

Ton the 

Hustler is another version of numbers flicker as they move 
pool for the Spectrum, but this The balls move extremely 
also offers spin slowly, although they speed 

after rebounding from the side! 
I found the slow speed reduced| 

ment, although the spit 
id different’ games variations 

should appeal to the pool fan. 

To aim, a cross must be moved 
around the white table. The 
power gauge is constantly 1 
changing so you must. shoo! 
when the gauge is showing the 
required strength. The keys for 

y instructions 
joystick, Use the keyboard if you playability 
want spin. There is top, botton 
left and. right spin’ and. the value 
strength can be adjusted 

There are three game aad 
variations for one player and 
three for two players. You suffer 
ee shots if you pot a ball in 
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likely to. aru e 
test brain power a 
reaction speed, so won't appea 
to the arcade g. 

A few bugs 
layout sp ° 
offering. Four pr § on one 
tape for £10 may sound a good 
deal, but you'll get programs of 
lequal or better quality every 
week in HCW! D.N. 

30% 

decipher the aim 
1 frustrating to play with @ Long 

zs: a 

Four Board 
Games (G31) 

48K 
4 Oric/Atmos 

£10 
Eborsoft, 81 Huli Rd, York YOU 
IS 
These four games are all similar 
involving the «wo plays 
logic, on. board:t3 
computer. Madelinette, Ashi 

d Hounds and Solitaire 

And Fox the saime fate on you 
id Hounds should need 

games off 

se fi long Thi 
rather thar 



MIND GAMES PROGRAM GUIDE 

GAMES Recommended viewing Mid-evening Midnight Movie Early Evening . 
6.40 pm Cloak of Death $.00 pm Quest for Eternity” 11.55 Star Force Seven 
Starring Ghosts Galore. Spine chil- The candidate (you) have to get to the Starring The Zurgs 
ling, blood curdling, great gory Chamber of Creation. It’s a laugh a After adesperate space battle only one graphics. Horror, shock in the early minute, since it's 2000 light years away fleet of heroes remain to prevent the ening. Avoid the rats and crazy dogs on the most horrible planet in the Uni- invasion of earth. The future of human- u'll feel really good after this one! verse ... and your starship doesn't it ith y 
Written by David Cockrain ~ joy rt eta 5 ects Dr Zambest itten Seeciliet 0 

: Available for Atari, Spectrum 48K, Available for BBC, Spectrum 48K, Available for Atari, Spectrum and CBM 64 CBM 64, CBM 64. He 
For mail order, write with cheque P.O./eard No. to: 
Mind Games, Argus Press Software Group, No. 1 Golden Square, London W1. 



How to become 
before committi ing 



agreat writer 
yourself to paper. 

It takes only two minutes and £59.80 to 
transform your BBC Micro into the heart of 
a word processor with VIEW from Acornsoft. 

The VIEW word processing system is 
rogrammed into a single chip, a 16K plug-in 
OM. Once it’s installed into your BBC 

Micro ~ a simple job for your local dealer — 
‘ou just switch on and VIEW is operating. 
(You can switch to other programs, like 
BASIC, with a single command.) 

VIEW is a professional system, yet it’s 
surprisingly straightforward to use. 

And it’ so outstanding it’s won the 1984 
British Microcomputing Award for Home 
Software. 

All you do is type out your text on the 
keyboard, and view it on the screen. 

VIEW can search, change and replace 
particular words whenever they occur in your 
text. It can swap paragraphs. Automatically 
alter page numbers. Even count words. 

‘he possibilities are endless, because 
you can check, edit and change as much or as 
ittle as you like until you're satisfied. Then, 
with a single command, your final version 
will appear on the screen. 

If you want to go even further, the simple 
addition of ViewIndex, just £14.95, means 
you can select and index words, complete with 

page or section 

numbers. 

And of course, when you're ready, any 
printer that will operate with your BBC Micro 
will operate with VIEW. But if you want to 
use the printer's special facilities, such as 
bold printing or 
underlining, 
Acornsoft’s 

Generator(£9.95 
on cassette, 

£11.50 on dise) 
enables you to 
do so. 

For the 
more specialis 
user who 

tage of the 
poe offered 
vy the 6502 Second Proc 
(£59.80) provides 47K of text space in any of 
the BBC Micro’s screen modes. 

So whether you're composing a 300 page 
business document, a letter to the gas board, 
or a bit of Victorian nonsense, you can 
polish it to your heart’s content, wasting 
precious little time. And even less paper. 

You can get VIEW products from your 
Acorn dealer. Just phone 01-200 0200 for your 
local stockist. 

Alternatively, you can send off for the 
View Family brochure and order through the 
post by contacting Acornsoft, c/o Vector Market- 
ing, Denington Industrial Estate, Welling- 
borough, Northants NN8 2RL. Tel: 093379300. 

ACORNSSFT 
The text on the sercen isin Mode 6, 



Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 

Including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

SPECTRUM 

“yet set willy 
2Full Throttle 
3Worid cup 
‘Tornado Low Level 
SMatchpoint 
Code Name Matt 
7Night Gunner 
SLords of Midnight 
‘SChequered Fiag 
10Stop the Express 

SProjects (8) 
micromega (a) 
artic) 
Vortex (>) 
sinetair (2) 
Micromega 
Digital int 
Beyond -) 
Sinciale 
Sinctalr 

scrabble 
2Hunchback 
3pecathion 
‘space Pilot 
SMX Racers 
= ciligans Cold 
Manic Miner 
Flight Path 737 
squirm 

tosnooker 

COMMODORE 8% 

Lelsure Genius (1) 
Ocean 
Activision (6) 
Mastertronic (9) 
Mastertronic () 
Ocean (7) 
SProjects(-) 
Anirog(-) 
mastertronic( 
Visions 

“DRAGON 52 
‘cuthbert nthe Mines 
2ing of Darkness 
3bragon chess 
‘Hunchback 
Scchocolate Factory 
‘Morocco Grand Prix 

7Bug Olver 
Bup Periscope 
Space shuttle 
Simulator 

10Sprite magic 

Microdeals) 
Wintersofe 2) 
Oasis) 
Ocean 
minits 
Microdeal 
Mastertronic() 
Beyond (1) 
Microdeal 
Knight © 

Compiled by W. H. Smith ar 

WIG-20 
alight 015 
asnooker 
Scharlot Race 
‘430 Maze 
Bridge Man 
‘6Mower Mania 
7Fourgates 
Freedom 
‘computer War 
‘9Maze Gold 

Craig comms 3) 
Visions (1) 
Micro Antics ( 
Mastertronlc (9) 
voyager () 
voyager‘) 
Phoenix) 
Creative Sparks 
Visions 

10Tank Commander Creative Sparks) 

scrabble 
2Kensington 
3killer Goria 
arortress 
SRubble Trouble 

Hunchback 
aviator 

10Spectipede 

Letsure Genius (1) 
Lelsure Genius (2) 
Precision micro (-) 
Pace() 
‘Micro Power (6) 
Virgin 
micro Power (5) 
Superior a) 
Acornsoft 3) 
Mastertronic 

walk the Plank 
2Planet Ralder 
3Black Crystal 
4scramble 
= Mothership 

Esplonage istand 
rocness 

ind Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's positions. 

BBC 
Novus (2) 
Novus (6 
Pssis) 
ulexsiiva 
Sinclair) 
Sinciair (3) 
Dk'tronics (9) 
Psst) 
sinctalr (7) 
Sincialr( 



AMSTRAD CPC 464 Software by... 

TIMESLIP 
SOFTWARE 

ROLLABALL........ os £6.95 
A challenging game of skill, relying on quick wits and 
steady nerves. Can you keep the ROLLABALL in 
motion? All you have to do is slide a piece of track in 
its path to divert it, trouble is the tracks always 
disappear when the ROLLABALL moves over them. 
A very addictive one player game: 

The Moors Challenge eases £6.95 
An ancient game of strategy and cunning. Capture all 
your opponents counters to win. Play against your 
Amstrad CPC 464 at any of five skill levels, from 
simple to advanced or play against a friend, you can 
even make the computer play against itself. 

the Royal Quest £6.95 
Can you discover the object of your quest and then 
complete it? A classic text only adventure, with dozens 
of problems to keep you perplexed for weeks. Features 
include save game facility and very large vocabulary 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFE! 

For a limited period only* Timeslip Software will be 
giving away one free title with every two. titles 
purchased, so hurry, send cheque/P.O.’s payable to... 

1iMESLIP SOFTWARE, Stoneyburn Workshops, 
The Old Primary School, Main Street, Stoneyburn, 

West Lothian, Scotland EH47 8AP 

*Offer ends 31st November 1984 

* * 

DISCOUNT COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE 

BBC Model B + Cassette recorder + Five games ...£385 
Acorn Electron £184 
Sinclair Spectrum 48K + six games £119.95 
BBC Model B Dise Drive from £149.50 
Sinclair QL £395 

Prices include VAT & P&P. 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE FOR ATARI * BBC * 

CBM 64 % VIC-20 * SPECTRUM * 
ORIC 1 * TEXAS 99/4A 

Send no money. For free list send SAE stating 
machine type to: 

RAMTOPS ° 8 sissy cn: 
+ * eH * * % * *% 

CAN YOU REALE ACK IT? 

nd whilst 
achine is not a requirement — the more 
applicant will be thoroughly competant 

in basic and fluent with either the 6502 or Z80 processors. 
Previous experience in the computer industry is not necessarily an 

sition, as it is quite possible that a serious Home 
the required skills. A very competitive salary 

will be paid and all applicants should be accompanied by a full CV 
where possible, a sample of work should be included on either dise 

or cassette for ONE of the above computers. 
Apply in writing to 

Ron Harris, 
Director 
Argus Pre 
No.1 G 
Londo 

oftware. 
len Square, 

WIR GAB 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Lantern..Games That Shine 
SOFTWARE FOR THE T199 4A 
‘NOW AVAILABLE...NEW FULL COLOUR PACKS 

: Ext BA 
4 HAFFENDEN ROAD TENTERDEN KENT 
TN3O 6QD (Send cheque or postal order to’ 

If an advertisement 
is wrong were here 

to put it right. 
If you see an advertisementin the press, in print, 

on posters or in the cinema which you find 
unacceptable, write to us at the address below. { 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 
ASA Lid. Dept 3 Brook House, Torrington Place, London WCLE 7HN 

‘You could be 
We welcome programs, articles and tips from 

our readers. If you feel that your work meets our 
standards, please submit it to us for 

consideration for publication. 
© Programs must always be sent on cassette. 

Listings are helpful, but not necessary. 
Check carefully that they are bug-free. 

Include details of what your program does, 
how it works, variables you have used and 

hints on conversion. 
© Articles on using home computers should 
be no longer than 2,000 words. Don't worry 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 
to the style in HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will help our readers make better 
use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

Possibly with programming examples. We will 
convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 
@ Tips are short articles, and brief 

programming routines. Your hints can aid 
other computer users. 

All submissions will be acknowledged and the 
copyright in such works which will pass to 

Argus Specialist Publications Ltd will be paid 
for at competitive rates. 

Keep a copy of your work and include an SAE. 
Label everything clearly and give a daytime 

and home phone number if you can. 
All work for consideration should be sent to: 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 
No.1 Golden Square, , London W1R 3AB 
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Lazy Jones 
Commodore 64 

£7.95 
Terminal, Derby Hse, Derby St, 
Bury BL9 ONW 

This game is unusual in that 
effectively uses video gam 
within a video game. 

Jor 

three floors linked by a lift. T 
initial screen shows the doors 
the rooms and the lift in side 
elevation. 

‘Jones is a rather slothful being 
who would rather play comput 
games than work. Most of the 
rooms contain a computer 0 
which he can play. The idea is 

each game 

‘on the corridors of the hotel 
Each sub-game is shown on 

small screen roughly two inches 

no 

Alcatraz Harry 
48K Spectrum 

£1.99 
111 Park Rd, 

London NWS 7JL 

If you can imagine a Tranz-Am 
type plot, based on a prison! 
Jeamp, then you have the idea for 

traz Harry 
A large playing area, on which 

the screen is a small window, 
represents the camp, complete 
with guards, buildings and 
tunnels. You have a system of 
co-ordinated to help wit 
location problems, and Hi 
must go around collecting esc 
Igear; ladders, ropes, guns etc., 
watched by ‘guards. Visit the 
same location twice, and they get 
nasty! 

‘Once you have collected the| 
lgear, and recovered the secret 
files’ (perhaps using one of the! 
cars left about) you can escape; if 
you can find the hole in the 
fence! 

There's no question that 
Alcatraz Harry is not up to the| 
highest standards of Spectrum! 

. It’s largely in BASIC 
aracters driven round 

as opposed to being animated by 
machine code. 

The plot is well known, and 
the graphcis are just as good as 
some I've seen for £5.95. It is 
sometimes said that you get what 
you pay for! Here, by compari-. 

| 

son, you get more than you pay 
for. A satisfactory game for al 
V modest outlay D.M. 

instructions 100% 
playability 90% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 100% 
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es is an employee at a hotel 
which has 18 rooms arranged on 

le people and objects 

Terrorist 
Commodore 64 

£7.95 
Virgin, 2-4 Vernon Yard, Porto- 
bello Rd, London WII 2D% 

fairly easy, if you have 
memorised the map. Shooting 
the terrorists is harder, I found 
the gunsights rather difficult to 
control, and the terrorists kept 
disappearing, then re-appearing 
in different parts of the scr 

The hardest part is making 
sense of the scoring, which is 
unusually complicated. 

The game fast-loaded first 
time, the graphics and sound are 

square. The games are pretty 
representations of real games 
and you can make a score on 
them. Your overall score is the 
sum of scores achieved on each 
sub-game. Once you have visited 
all the rooms you start again but 
it’s all a bit tougher. 

I found the concept great fun 
but the novelty soon wore off 
and I was left playing a game 
which was low on challenge and 

This is a completely original 
game. You are Red Leader, and 
together with your anti-terrorist 
squad you must defend a town 
against terrorist attacks. 

The first part is a memory test: 
you are shown a map of the 

it 

he 
to 

somehow unsatisfying. A.W. town, with a different layout quite good, and it’s worth 
every time. You have to considering if you want 

instructions 60% memorise it well enough to re- something that’s a bit different. 
fer _ ease of use 90% create it by guiding your pol M.N. 

graphics 80% car and gunship along the roads 
on value for money 80% and rivers respectively instructions 85% 

80%. 
759% 
80% 

playability 
graphics 
value for money 

to This process is interrupted by 
terrorist attacks. You have to fly 
your helicopter to the scene of 
the attack, then, switching to 
close-up shoot’ the terrorists 
before they can shoot you: 

‘Guiding the car and ship is 

Pitfal 
CBM 64 £9.99 

1s 
Rd, 

[o.| 

Activision, 
Marylebone 
London NWI 

Harley 
Regents 

Hse, 
Pk, Novelty 

value Harry is in the jungle, searching| 
or hidden treasures. you think 

at sounds like the scenario for, 
fan adventure, then you're wrong 

this is an’ arcade gaem. The| 
ures are not really hidd 
just have to negotiate! 

swamps and crocodiles in order 
to reach them. 

You run along above ground, 
Zgivmping crocodiles, snakes and 
rolling logs, and 's\ 

ropes over swamps 
sand; or below ground, jumping, 
scorpions. 

Success requires careful timing’ 
rather than fast reactions, and 

Here's some new ideas which 
pep up boring old computer 
games. Games within games, 
memory tests and escape 

from Alcatraz 

tres 

ever, as you start 
lwith only three lives and cannot 
learn any more, the 20-minute 

allowance’ is unlikely to| 
lconcern you, i 

It’s rather reminiscent of Jet 

Madhatter 
48K Spectrum 

£5.50 
12 Milverton Rd, Lon: 

re nice, keyboard keys comfor: 
table and Kempston is available. 

Spelling errors in the "instruc 
tions mar an otherwise well 
organised program. The game is 
fast but I could not detect much 
difference between speeds 1 and 
4. 

With only three lives, the game 
at novice level is over too soon. 
An optional practice level, with 
more lives and less speed, or a 
wider differentiation of ‘speed 
levels is desirable. One for the 
fast-fingered brigade. 

Set Willy in the skills it needs, 
though this game has less variety 
despite its high price. The jungle 
location is nicely drawn but the 
background doesn’t change; it 
merely has different obstacles 
imposed on it, and there are only 
fa small number 
lobstacles to master. 

Not a bad game, but not worth 
M.N. 

Gamma, 
3 don NW6 7AS 

Who sabotaged the Madhatter? 
There's party food thrown on the 
floor, vacuum cleaners running 
riot, "sucking up anything in 
range, and mice eating every 
thing they can lay their paws on. 

‘You have to help him get tidy 
before the guests arrive, but it’s 
not easy. Contact with mice, 
poison or Hoovers loses one of 
three lives. Your control over 
Madhatter is affected by the 
vacuum pull and you must pick 
up 10 sweets before getting a 
Swiss roll 

Touching the plug will turn the 
Hoovers off for a short period 
and a bonus life is given at lev 
4. Graphics, colour and sound 

4 

of different 

70% 
65% 

50% 
instructions 
playability 
display 
value for money 

{graphics 
value for money 

a 
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rp £7.95 
ANEW 

GAMES CONCEPT 
FOR THE CBM64 

|| 
AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING RETAIL OUTLETS 

‘Terminal Software, Derby House, Derby Street, Bury BL9 ONW. 
Telephone: 061-761 4321 

THE CASSETTE FABULOUS 

VALUE thats 
out of this world fl 

50 GAMES ( ON ONE CASSETTE 
Itis impossible to tell you everything NOW AVAILABLE FOR Cccommodore 6 ELECTRON Atmos 
about the 50 games on DRAGON: IG aie Spectrum’ @fappie’ ATARI ORIC ZX #1. VICH2O CASSETTE - 50 but they include see rte hen preset ret) alte 
many types such as maze, arcade, 

missle, tectical snd logic games, EXPRESS DELIVERY-  [oapeasaphicksfierbet corte aaa to suit most tastes in computer ETC = 
game playing G Poorly I CASSETTE - 50 will appeal to 

‘ople of all ages and the games : Le . ] oie eonidemnary hears of bid wis gal = i] entertainment for all the family at 3 ~~ coMMODORE 64 we20-] once] aecas [-] I a fraction of the cost of other : ‘SPECTRUM [—] ELECTRON cai) arrie- computer games = man] “wes oncow “Eg 
» € Cascade Games Ltd., 

* _WE PAY TOP PRICES : Bas Yokota el tase 
eA oes © Stockists enquiries welcome. Telephone! (0 (oa23) 508826" Ea een capt apr) 
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SOPHISTICATED GAMES FOR VIC-20/CBM 64 

VIC/64 CRICKET Realistic game of tactical skill and luck. Ball by 
ball commentary with full scoreboard and all the major rules of 
cricket correctly Interpreted. Printer /game save facilities. 
‘VIC CRICKET for VIC-20 + 16K. £5.99 
NEW: 64 CRICKET with extra features £6.99 
LEAGUE SOCCER League title game for 2-24 players with 
‘automatic fixtures, action commentary, results check, scorers, 
league table, cup draw, etc. Printer/game save facilities. 
LEAGUE SOCCER for VIC-20 + 16K £5.99 
NEW: 64 LEAGUE SOCCER with many more features stil £6.99 

WHODUNNIT? 12 guests have gathered for drinks at Murder 
Manor, but one of them has more than drinks on his mind. 
‘Addictive and thrilling detective game for 1 to 6 players, with 
genuinely different game each time. 
WHODUNNIT for VIC-20 + 8K or any CBM 64 state which) 22.99 
TOP OF THE POPS Easy to learn game about the music business. 
For up to 10 players. Includes printer/game save features. 
TOP OF THE POPS for VIC-20 + 8K £4.99 
NEW: 64 TOP OF THE POPS — even bigger and better £5.99 
ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL Lead your own Party Into the next 
General Election. A game for 1-3 players. Printer/game save. 
ELECTION NIGHT SPECIAL for VIC-20 + 8K or any CBM 64 (state which)... £4.99 
PARTY 4 Four games to match the progress of your Party: 
MASTERWORD, A DAY AT THE RACES, GAME X (Strip Poker) and 
CONSEQUENCES. Harmless fun (nothing offensive) but good fun. 
VIEPARTY 4for VIC-20 + 3K or more £5.99 
G4PARTY 4. ‘COMING SOON 

+ NEW « : ADULTS ONLY Fun game for 2-10 broadminded players. 
Lots of cuddling and kissing, plus many other rewards and 
forfelts: you never know what you'll end up doing, or with 
whom! Nothing offensive, but you MUST be fairly broadminded. 
‘ADULTS ONLY for VIC-20 + 16K expansion £5.99 
664 ADULTS ONLY ‘COMING SOON 

DISC VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR ALL GAMES — £2.00 EXTRA 
[ALL PRICES INCLUDE P + P (UK ONLY). GAMES SOLD SUBJECT TO 

CONDITIONS OF SALE WHICH ARE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS OF OUR FULL RANGE 

SOPHISTICATED GAMES, Dept. HCW, 27 Queens 

Road, KEYNSHAM, Avon BS18 2NQ. Tel 02756-3427 

ULTRARKIT 0.6 
The most powerful toolkit yet for ZX BASIC. All the features 
you will ever need; AUTO insert, full RENUMBER, block 
DELETE, CLOCK, ALARM, error trapping, break trapping 
Full TRACE with’ single-step and much, much more. Makes 
ZX BASIC easy-to-use and powerful. 

BVPAC ax 
An excellent assembler, an advanced line-editor, @ compre- 
hensive disassembler and a superb ‘front panel” debugger 
all in one package. Used by many leading software houses to 
write their games. “Buy it!” Adam Denning 1984. 

PASCAL sas 
A powerful and almost full implementation of Pascal - not ¢ 
Tiny Pascal. A valuable educational and development tool, 
programs typically run 40 times faster than a BASIC equivalent 
Spectrum version includes Turtle Graphics package. “I haven't 
Seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft's Pascal” 

WISOFT 
180 High Street North 

Dunstable, Beds. LU 1AT 
Tel: (0582) 696421 
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TI-99/4A Cassette Software 
From the longest established supplier of third party 

‘assette software for the TI-99/4A. 

I have over 100 titles available including many which 
HCW have given 5 Star Reviews. * & * * * including 
in TI Basic, GOLF at £8.00 and STARPROBE at 
£7.00 and in Extended Basic, THE WALL, £6.00 and 
for Extended Basic plus joysticks, WALLABY at 

£7.00 or Flip Flap at £6.00 (MAIL ORDER ONLY) 
Send for a detailed catalogue: A large SAE please 

(overseas 4 IRCs) to: 
STAINLESS SOFTWARE, (Proprietor: S Shaw) 

10 Alstone Rd, STOCKPORT, Cheshire SK4 SAH 
Telephone Access orders to Arcade Hardware 

061-225 2248 

BRITISH 
TI-99/4A USERS 
CONVENTION 

Saturday November 3rd 1984 

At the Ritz (Mecca) Ballroom, Whitworth Street West, 
MANCHESTER. (20 seconds from Oxford Road Station). 

11am to Spm. Admission £1.00 
Trade stands, new products. Meet fellow T1-99344A Users. 

Free to card carrying members of TI*MES user group 
(Membership £6 p.a. Large Quarterly newsletter published 

regularly and on time: Write now to: 
40 Barrhill Patcham BRIGHTON Sussex BNI 8UF 

This adver nated by Stainless Software 

PARCO 
Electrics 

Software for the TI-99/4A 
SOLID STATE SOFTWARE CASSETTE SOFTWARE 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PARCO Software 

4 
495 
495 

ve in library case...218 

ATARISOFT for TI-99/4A 

+ SPECIAL OFFER + + + 
‘ALL FOUR ABOVE 

+ FREE BASIC TUTOR 
CASSETTE. . £18.00, 
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apply to line 800? must know how to getamto | software cost only £1.99, | owners have had a hard Older and HCW 81 is the first | the conservatory roof by | like Mastertronic’s games, | time and there's not much magazine I have purchased | now! ‘ there would not be anything | software support for their [CCE | sick perusais’of other |" would tike HCW | like tne problem there wat | sorenme, eaererefer ee magazines have shown | readers to show that they | the moment. wish to keep hearing about I would like to thank HCW | them to be far too | havea real interest in using | "Games can cost anything | Jt for a wonderful magazine | technically written for my | their computers to their full | over £8 or £6 —andl can't | "1 own a Commodore 64 at_a low cost. HCW has | such limited experience. I | potential. It's no wonder | afford to spend that much | and am quite happy with come to my aid many times | have now placed a regular | some people are saying that | money every week, which is | my machine, but I don't and I would now be| order with my newsagent | they cause anti-social | the frequency with which | | doubt that 1 would also suffering from writers | for the magazine so I look | behaviour! When people | would like to. buy new | be quite content. with a cramp saying ‘thank you: | forward to many hours of | own great machines like the | programs. Can't software | Spectrum, BBC or whatever Tam one of the older | happy computing. Spectrum, Commodore 64 | houses realise that larger | else is on offer. It’s not the 
readers (40+) and can find | J H Bryan, Nottingham and BBC, it’s a terrible | volume would promote | machine that counts — it’s no fault with the magazine. | ) ine 799 is OK. A syntax error | WASt€ {0 use them just for | more sales? how you make use of it. The second reason I am | facuns ther vou hove made « | adventures and arcade |” From the moral point of | Anyonecan sitin front of writing is to set the record | mistake when entering he ine, | BAMES. view, I don’t consider | a computer for hours and straight, My first computer | Check to make sure thar you | I hope there are a few | copying tapes wrong. It’s | play arcade games.” The was an Aquarius; this was | have left a space between the | other readers who feel like | not sales lost for software | Interesting part, and how bought for the sole purpose | command DATA and the first | me. Surely 1 can’t be in a | houses — often my friends | you get the most benefit of playing -chess. Three | datum on the line. It is worth | minority of one? have games which I | from your machine, is in months later, and much | ‘emembering that there is a Magyar, Bognor Personally wouldn't buy, | using your own resources 10 f wiser, I purchased my | P4f.,i",,Locomotive BASIC | Regis it don't mind copying. | stretch the computer to its which "means that you can’t rf It’s my computer, and my | own limits, Commodore 64, p : 
Now, I'am not merely | DATA dou want fo REAT Record blank tapes, so why should | "So come on, all you praising my computer, | DATA you will need (0 use a 0! any trumped-up software | HCW readers, ‘write and although excellent. Iam | separate line house tell me I'm wrong? | share your best thoughts saying, shop wisely and ask Video recording from the | and give your hints and let's computer owners before iPigina | television must amount to | not get bogged down with you buy. I’m writing in response to R | more or less the same thing | cheating on top games, The Now for praise of my Fillingham’s letter in HCW. | — yet everyone who has a | letters page is for communi- Gomputer: | find that at ast 51 he asks whether his | VCR copies, and with what | cation between readers, and the country is waking up to high score of 6481 is a | AmMountsto the mianufactur- | (as you can. see by. my the abilities of the Commo. | Can anyone help me? 1 | high score of 6481 er's. blessing. “Why else | example!) if you write dore 64 and more and more | purchased a Tandy TRS 80 My highest score is 885 | would there be the facili something interesting or 

is being written for it and | Colour Computer 16K ata | (code MAGJSAX) and 1 | for recording on a VCR, if | controversial, it will get more packages are being | good price from Tandy. | jus fail to reach the sixth | all the customer was going | published. ‘This “is our made for this great | Now Tandy have reduced | (or to do was to play pre- | opportunity to make our 
machine. the price again. Have I got a Has anyone beaten this? | recorded tapes? point of view known, Thanks for letting me | Pig in a poke? Noses Eledion, token I'm sorry for the soft- | Paula Le Page, Guernsey blow off steam, ‘The only software I have | 44800 ware houses if they're SIG Reeves, Birmingham | been offered is ROM losing revenue, but give usa | Software winner 

cartridges at £17 to £20 break as well. We're only 
Programs each, poor. consumers, and” we 

t disabled and not don't appreciate being jproblem | working and I really need break ripped off at every 
some soft opportunity. 

Having just become the usual In Home Computing Week- Bernadette Barron, Isle of Address etc. ents | Skye Proud owner of an | Address ce se colour | ly You encourage us to write 
AMSTRAD CPC464, my Cc BASIC. in and sound off on 

delighted to find in your different. from the normal — well, that's just what I'm TRS 80 BASIC. 

oe a ee cream 
for CPC464 because I r since Christmas last year 
thought that this would give | Compatible? Is the machine old hand | 1 have written more than 
mea change from still being at arcade and adventure | SCV" programs for my +0 ay VIC-20, all of which are in in the position of learning recess a few hours BASIC. This is because 1 about the machine and the most days si 
basic language involved. 1 | [@=Sat-)) aad iim | my micro and I'm also very | have not yet learned 
am of course referring to interested in learning eee pe 
Steve Lucas's program, Bognor | ASIC and sorting out i 
Castle of Desolation. Bognor exactly what my computer | feader could give me 

‘The program was very | aman Amstrad owner and | can or can't do. I'm a TH 
slowly and painstakingly | 1am wondering if 1am the | Spectrum owner, by the | Pethaps where 1 cou! 
eyed into my machine but | only person in the country | way. purchase a book on 
alas I am unable to run the | who possesses one of these | I buy software whenever -] Machine code. : 
program. Every time I key | excellent computers. Ican, but I must admit that | 1a" Longdon, Hinckley 
in the word RUN, halfway | I think that Amstrad | 1 also copy my. friends’ through the’ game | owners should become | games. I'm not ashamed — jAngryof = | instructions I get syntax | more vocal. Every week in | we also tape each other's 
error on line 790. 1 have | HCW I have to read letters | records and there’s not 
repeatedly re-written that | from angry TI-99/4A | nearly as much fuss made 
particular line and tried | owners or big-headed | about that. Software prices 
Putting in other symbols in | games players who think | are too high for me to buy | 1 am sick of reading letters place of the commas but all | the world should revolve | many games, and yet I | about how to cheat in Jet 

and I'm now 

to no avail. around the fact that they've | do enjoy playing with I'm sure this 
Please what am I doing | got the highest Jet Set Willy | commercial ‘software, so the fun for wrong or is there in fact | score. this is the only way I can | anyone seriously interested 

an error in Mr Lucas’s | Am I the only HCW | afford to do it. in playing the game and it program? reader who thinks that | Software houses and ly makes for boring A further study of the | computers are worth being | magazines like Home | reading. program shows that line 800 | used for something other | Computing Weekly createa | I must admit I'm also is of a simular nature to | than mindless alien | big about software | thoroughly cheesed off with 
790, therefore if there is an piracy. What they don’t | hearing how wonderful the error_in_790_will it also consider is that if all | TI-99/4A is. I know Texas 





Secondly, fill all corners of your 
blocking ‘wall, as the virus can move diagonally. Finally, do not place your wall on’ the random square. This is on the 
left hand side of the floor and 
changes from time to time. 
Though it can be useful, if it’s 
beneath a wall it could be a 
weakness, 

To sum up, this is a game of 
speed and skill, lacking the 
aggressive fervour of some 
arcade games, but adding the 
nce for challenging tactics, as as giving a good display 
and sound effects. To come 
through, you are going to need 
all the lick you can get. 

Hints on conversion 
Unfortunately, as with all arcade 
standards, it is very difficult to 
translate ‘a game for use on 
another machine. Even if you 
used just the basic idea, lots of 
machine code would be needed 
to implement the game. If 
you are not adept at code 
Programming, it is best not to 
attempt this gai 

Main variables 
B bombs left 
D your screen position 
F% machine code variable 
K your position on the grid 
L lives left 
P,Q machine code routine starts 
PU picked up a block? 
S your score 
T timing and totals 
Y video register start 
X, Y_ room start 
Xi, ¥1_ start of virus 
BS(0), BS(1) warning strings 

How it works 
10 sets memory limits 
20 sets screen colours 
30 sets auto repeat and code 

postions 
40-50 set warning string 

100-130 flash warning symbol 
140-160 PRINT instructions 
170-185 flash warning symbol 
190 if machine code already in 

place, don't re-POKE it 
200-240 POKE code section one 

in 
300-340. transfer fixed character 

definitions to RAM 
350 character set position 
360-380 PRINT code section one 

tot 
400-490 POKE sprite and char- 

acter DATA in 
300-530 POKE code section two 

in 
540-560 PRINT code section two 

total 
600 condition notice 
610 clear play area 
620-650 set outer wall of arca 
{660-730 set room pattern of area 
740 POKE spare blocks in 
800-810 set sound registers 
820-830 start game 
‘840 clear code registers 
900-910 set video registers 
920 set code registers 
930 ensure character set position 
980.960 calculate virus start 
970-990 set screen display and 

‘game variables 
1000 update display and positions 
1130-1150 pressed FI 
1170-1180 pick up a block 
1200-1210 put down a block 
1300 press F3 
1310 if no bombs end game 
1320 fire sound 
1400-1420 set display and resis 

ters and choose 
1430-1720 fire shots in different 

ions 
1800" 1850 shot hits something 
2000-2040 lost a life 
2100-2120 calculate score, end 

display 
2130-2160 PRINT score 
2200-2230 you lost 
2300-2340 another go? 
4000-4070 POKE the pattern of 

‘one room 
5000-5630 code DATA section 

‘one 
(6000-6090 character DATA 
6100-6190 sprite DATA 
7000-7580 code DATA section 

two 
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MENACE. 1" 
REM 
PRINT 

1=OTO19) PRINT "SY 
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SNEXT PRINT", BEC1) 
5 NEXTT.N 

)=169THENSGO 

5 READA: IFA=—1 THEN 40 
S+N#644M. AE NEXT 

DANDZS 

0R4 
56334, PEEK (S634 )0R1 

POKEY+24 
PRINT"CODE SECTION 1 TOTAL” 
PRINT" THE TOTAL IS"T 
PRINT'IT 
FORNSTO6. 
READA POKE1S624+N,A 
NEXT 

ILD BE 5, 

1THENS 3 
6) A NEN @ T=T+A. POKESIZ00+M+N«Z 

NEXTN 
> TOTAL" 

@ SHOULD BE 88825" 
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a" BEC) 
INTCPNT 1 #60945 POKES 3000 

=INTCRNDC 1 440945 NEXT PRINT" St 
NEXTT.N 
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SYSP: IFFZ=QTHEN1 000 
IFF2<> 1 THEN1380 
K=19220+PEEK (0) +256#PEEK(G+1> 
PP=(PP+1 )ANDI : IFPP=1THENI200 
IFPI EN19008 

FF: 
IFBC1THEN21! ped 
SYSS1712:sys51728 
A=PEEK (0+6 ANDS : D=1525 N=: B=B-1 
REM#HOME —CRSR LEFT# 
PRINT"SBOMBS LEFT: "B"M " 
IFAC>@THEN1S6@ 
IFPEEK(D+N><>32THEN1800 
POKED+N, 42 *N=N+1 : IFNCISTHENI430° 
GOTO1BeR 
IFACD1THEN1 600 
Neh-1 
IFPEEK(D+N)<>32THEN1800 
POKED+N. 42‘ N=N~1 : IFN>-19THEN1S10 
soTO1eaa 
D=D-1: IFAC>2THENL 700 
IFPEEK ( D+N#40)<>32THENI820 
POKED+N#4G, 42: N=N+1 > IFNCLGTHENIE19 
GOTO1eRa 
IFPEEK( D+N#4@ > <>32THENIS20 
POKED+N#49, 42 :N=N-1 : IFN>~16THEN1 760 
GOTO1Ga6 
K=19221+PEEK(Q)+256#PEEK(Q+1 +N 
POKEK, 32: GOT01906 
K=19220+PEEK (OQ) +2564#PEEK (+1) +N#256 
POKEK, 32: GOTO1000 
L=L~1: IFL=@THENZ200 

9 REM#HOME* 
PRINT"#", "LIVES LEFT: "tL 
POKE®, 1: 

800 
SYSS1456 : T=PEEK(781 >+256#PEEK( 253) 
$=¢13568-T)#L 
FORN=0T0499 : GETAS “NEXT 
REMACLS* 
PRINT"CWOUR SCORE WAS: "S 

GoT02300 
REM*CLS# 
PRINT"SBAD LUCK, YOU LOST ALL"; 
PRINT" YOUR LIVES." 
PRINT"NEVER MIND!" 
POKEV+21,0:POKEY+24,21 
PRINT"DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GO?" 
PRINT"ANSWER “YY OR “N“" 
GETAS: IFA$="N"THENEND 
IFAS<>"¥" THENZ320 
GoToSaa 
END. 
K=X+¥#256+19476 
FORN=@TO7 :POKEK4N, 102 
POKEK+1792+N, 160:NEAT 
FORN=1T06 : POKEK+N#256, 160 
POKEK+7+N#256, 160:NEXT 
IFL=1THEN4870 
POKEK+4, 32: RETURN 

4070 POKEK+1796.32:RETURN 
499% REM* CODE SECTION 1 # 
$094 DATAL69, , 133,251, 133,253, 169,208 
$014 DATAI33, 252, 169,56, 133,254, 160, 
5626 DATAI7?,.251,145,253, 200,203,249 
9030 DATAZ3@, 252,230,254, 165,252 
5640 DATAZG1,216,268.239,96,-1 

DATA163, 64,24, 103, 1,207,24,133,252 
DATA133, 26,173, .207,133,251,24 
DATAIGS, 128,24, 133,25, 169.40 
DATA133. 253, 133.27, 169,4,133,254 
DATAI69, 216, 133.28, 162,23 
DATA168,39,177,251,145,253 
DATAI77s25. 145,27,136,208,245 
DATA177,251,145,253,177,25, gee 
DATAZ30, 252, 238,26, 165,253, 2+ 
DATA1GS, 40, 144,5,24,230, 254 
ae 133,27, 202 

DATAIED. 2, 169, ,145,45. 
DATAI73, , 207, 141,2,207,173,1,207 

S DATAI41,3,207 
DATAS2Z, 159,255, 32,228,255 
DATA2G1,64, 208,11 
DATAI73, 1,207,240,78,206,1,207 
DATA24, 144, 78,261,47,208,13 
DATAI72, 1,207 ,201,76,240,66 
DATAZ38, 1, 207,24,144,55,201,58 
DATA2ZO3, 11,173, ,207,240,46 
DATA2Z96, . 207,24, 144,40,201,59 
DATAZBS, 13,173. ,207 201,87, 2 

@ DATAZ38, 207.24, 144,23 
DATAZG1, 133,208,9,160,3,169,1 

® DATAI4S.45,24, 144,10 
DATAZO1 » 134, 268,6, 160, 3,16! 
DATAI4S, 45 
DATALE9, 64,24, 109,1,207,24,105,11 
DATAZ4, 133,252 
DATAI73, 207,24, 105,20,24,133.25: 
DATA16O, 177,251,201, 160,208, 15 
DATAL73,2,207,141,,207,173 7 
DATAI41,1,207,24, 144,11 
DATAZG1, 168,208,7,160,3,169,3 
DATA14S, 45,96 
DATA32, 64,192.32, .200,32,,283 
DATAI69, 252, 141,248,7, 
DATAI?3, .207,205,2,207,240,25 
DATAS6 237.2, 207,144, 16,24 
DATAIES, 248, 141,248.7,141,6,207,96 
DATA169. 249, 141.248,7,141.6,207.96 
DATAI73, 1,207,205, 3,207, 208.1,96 
DATAS6, 237, 3,207,144, 18,24 
DATAI69, 250, 141.248.7,141,6,207,96 
DATAI69, 251, 141,248,7,141,6, 207,96 
DATA~1,-1,~-1,-1 
DATAIES, , 133, 253, 169,64, 133,254 
DATALEG, , 169, 32, 145,253, 200 
DATA192, 128, 208,249, 169.14 

626 DATA14S, 253, 206,208, 251,230,254 
DATAI6S, 254,201,160, 208,232,96,-1 
REM# GRAPHIC NUMBERS # 
DATAZSS. 255,255,239, 255,247,255 
DATAZSS, 255, 239,247,255,191,247 
DATAZSS, 255,255, 237,247,255, 191 
DATA247, 111,255 
DATA223, 237,247,254, 191,247,111 
DATA254, 223, 237,123, 155,191,215 
DATAL11, 194,215,205, 91,151,175 
DATA2Z11,47;36,125,211,142.229,146 
DATA2Z13,68, 187, 194,111,215,191,155 
DATALZ3, 237,223 
DATA12, 9 12,5+4),,12,,.38,, 
DATAI2,,,20,,+18,-1 
DATAI2, +12,.+8,+12,++38,, 
DATAI2Z,».18.,,18,-1 
DATAZS, »,28,,+8,++63., 
DATAS3, + 925+ +20+++4.~-1 
DATA2S,»,28,+.8,,,126,, 
DATAS3,» 29,4 +20,+,16,-1 
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20,» .20,-1 
SECTION 2 # We're the 

duplicators 
that wont 
treat you 

like the next 
customer 

Yes, we're experts in the business of 
data duplication, both in disc and cassette 

8 F a 
DATAI41 +11 
DATAZAL 
DATAL?: 
DATALES 

a1 

IATAI73 
TATAI6S 
DATA2G1 
DATAZ 
DATALG 
DATALGS 
TATACAL 
DATAI 7: 
DATHI?S 

OG DATA 
14 TATA: 

7220 DATAI69 format. But that doesn’t mean we treat our 
38 DATAZA1 32. 240,241,160, 177/251 customers like duplicates too! What Micro 

Paes Byte also does extremely well is to consider 
1a DATALS 162,» 160 the special needs of each individual 

7326 DATAZO1, 168,203.5 26 customer 
7 DATAZ30, 253, 200,192, 1 88,240 

TATAZ3A, 252, 165.2592. 201, 168 For a short run or full scale production, 
DATA208, 230, 96,1 sr Micro Byte has the capacity (over 120,000 

Ge PTB Tes e 2a arene na cer re cassettes and 18,000 discs a week in fact) 
DATAIES. 15. 141.24.21 a, 1 to give you the quality results you're looking 

243 DATHLAL 4, 212, 6 1 for - time and time again 
Aldi Te a . With years of experience in this field 

SiG DATAIS, > f41+4, 212,169 and backed by the most efficient high-tech 
G) DATA Seekers Sor Qs ba I equipment, you can rely on us to deliver the 
PETAR are ion ere ; goods within a speedy 7-10 working days. 

DATAINS. 10+ 24,141, 1,212.98 Both our duplicating service and our full 
printing and packaging service are so 
competitively priced, they won't give you 
any recurring nightmares! 

Now you know a bit about us, 
perhaps you'd like to make yourself our 
next customer and feel the benefits of our 
special personal service. 

Douglas Brotchie will be pleased to 
answer any individual requirements. 

miCRO BYTE 
MICRO BYTE DUPLICATIONS LIMITED 
QQ 2g QQ a6 

I I UI) 
All duplicators arewt the same! 

Micro Byte Duplications Limited 

5L54 3EP. 
43612 MIBYTE 
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instructions 80% F 
ease of use 70% 
feraphics 80% 

Martian 
Monsters 
TI-99/4A £5 

Stainless Software, 10 Alstone 
Rd, Stockport 

The title of Martian Monsters 
has nothing to do with this 
Donkey-Kong lookalike. 

There are the usual “ladder- 
linked levels, the object to be 
rescued by you in your spaceship 
is a man. The only obstacles are 
the Androids, who are the 
Monsters in question, and who 
chase you around the’screen. 

‘The game is one of strategy, as 
the number of homing androids 
finereases with the number of 
men rescued, and some nifty 
footwork is necessary to avoid 
annihilation, 

Directional control is achieved 
through the keyboard's E, S, D, 
and X, and there are three lives. 

One peculiarity is that_ if 

Battle for 
Midwa! 

CBM 64 £9.95 
PSS, 452 Stoney Stanton Rd,| 
Coventry CV6 $D\ 

This simulation puts you in 
command of the US fleet 
defending Midway island. As 
stich, you must decide how the 
fleets are to be moved and how] 
the various air divisions are 
deployed. 

‘The main display is'a map of 
the area showing the positions of \ 
the various fleets and sy 
divisions of both sides. All 
factions are controlled via a box-# 
shaped cursor and using this of 
can move your forces and J 
lexamine the strength of any 
particular unit. As time goes on. 
the Japanese fleets approach and 
you must locate them using your 
spotter aircraft. Once you have 
them in your sights, you send in 
the fighters and bombers. 

All attacks are portrayed with | 
rather pretty pictures showing 
aircraft attacking ships. During| 
these phases, you can use the 
joystick to move a gunsight so] 
that you can join in. I felt this 
feature was rather pointless, and 
fin fact the attack scenes ‘soon 
became repetitive and tiresome. 

‘Overall the game is fairly 
complex and offers three levels 
lof difficulty. Unfortunately 1 
didn’t find it as gripping as I had 
lhoped and there was little’ 
Nanas between gartes tn spies 
lof my use of radically different 

If you're fed up with 
Imindiess destruction of aliens} 
fete, recommend you give this a 
try: It's not easy and it will give 
your intellect a good work out. 

value for money 
xxx 

70% 

i rT, 
Crossums ‘against itself. 

caught while carrying aman, and TI-99/4A £10 _Thedrawbacks? The keyboard 
with lives remaining sufficient to scans are terrible, and not 
continue, you will still be Stainless Software, 10 Alstone properly debounced, so leaving 
carrying ‘that man and must Rd, Stockport your finger on a key for too long 

causes problems. The program's 
This is a peculiar intellectual logic is faulty, and the computer 
game similar to scrabble. If its frequently ‘misses winning 
potential had been realised, it opportunities. 
sould have been a challenging You win by reaching the 
alternative to the zap ‘em smash predetermined score, but you 
“em games. must wait for the other players to 

‘The playing area is an on- complete their turns before your 
sereen board of 20 by 20 win is declared 
positions in which numbers are Slow search’ algorithms and 
placed, by row or column. The poor programming detract from 
aim is to reach a predetermined what could have been an 
total by summing your rows or enjoyable challenge. 

finish the rescue before returning 
to attempt another. 

Documentation is sparse but 
sufficient, and the speed is 
reasonable considering the 
deficiencies of TI BASIC, but 
this seems to be at the expense of 
adequate keyboard debouncing. 
The level of difficulty increases 
gently, and this game would be 
Suitable for all but the younger 
child B. 

mental 
instructions 85% columns. Each attempt must Needs Extended BASIC, PB, 
playability total a multiple of a chosen 
graphics s number. instructions 85% 
value for money 70% ‘Once the rules are understood, playability 90 

the game is one of strategy. Up graphics 70 
kk Kk *& to five players may participate, value for money 20% 

and it is possible co play against 
up to five computer opponents. 
The computer may also play 

Interdictor 
Pilot 

Eomunodors 

Marvellous 
mixture 

Hye, Ca 
Harrow, 

Supersoft, mee 
ning Rd, Wealdstor 
Middx 

is Popularity. of simulations 
[ Os wargames and: flight 

simulators is increasing. To 
perform well you must invest 
time and effort but the rewards 
are great 

This program is to 
rocket simulators what 
[Simulator 11 is to aircraft 

Have no illustions, this game 
{A requires a lot of work. The AS} 

size, 47 page instructions will 
take time to digest. It is written| 
jas a pukka training manual of 
the future. 

On loading you get a front 
view with instrument panel and| 
view out of the canopy. You take 
loff down a ramp, and go into} 
space. The instrumentation is 
bemusing and described in detail 
in the manual. t 

In true tradition of space} 
lgames, you patrol the universe! 
‘and zap the aliens. Not easy since| 
the opposition is aggressive. 
There is a training mode which 
goes through the various phases 
at a gentle pace 

‘The graphics aren't exception-| 
jal but very nicely designed and 
all performs smoothly and fault- 
lessly 

If you enjoy a challenge with 
the opportunity to slice up aliens, 
give this a close look. You won't 
be disappointed. 

A high-quality selection of 
games from our expert 

reviewers 

myself short of time and lives, 
but still with the desire to have 
another go. The game is 
compatible with the various 
joysticks and I feel that to make 
00d progress, one of these 
would be mandatory. 

Although not the zenith of the 
programmer's art, it is quite 
addictive and has a good game 
balance. 

The hi-resolution graphics are 
smooth and the choice of colours 
gave a clear display with the 
minimum of the dreaded colour 
raw! which occurs with certain 
colour combinations. _ M.B. 

85% 
90% 
90! 
90! 

Hyperaction 
48K Spectrum 

£5.95 
Zi Sitversott, London Hse, 271-273 
$% King St, London W6 912 

This Pacman-style maze game 
‘has the novel twist that you are a 
spider and the Pacmen are 
chasing you. 

The mazes are randomly 
generated and you can customise 
them to your own requirements 
by pushing the walls into new 
positions. Collecting all the 
Rashing objects in a particular 
maze moves you on to the next 
one to be chased by such 
adversaries as hedge clippers, 
mutant chips and jellyfish 

You have five lives and 
collecting all the objects has to be 
done against the clock. A high 
degree of manual dexterity is 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 
zaakKK 

instructions 
lease of use 
graphics 
value for money 

required and I constantly found 
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HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 342. . Semi display: £7.10 per single column centimetre 5 A Ring for information on series bookings discounts. Bee 

I advertisements in this section must be prepaid ASP LTD. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 1 Golden Square, 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request). London WIR 3AB 

Clearance sale on Commodore, 
Dragon and Spectrum software. 
For list: Sunrise Sofware, 25 
Gaitside Drive, Aberdeen ABI 7BH 
Phone (0224) 37348. 

Lineage: 
35p per word 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
Tired-of seeing other people's software on the shelves? 
Yes, well this is your chance to join them, and reap v 

Substantial financial rewards for your efforts. ARMIES | Urban Upstart Maps:— 67p includ. We at Venture Software are looking for high quality icra series ewreral aioe ing p&p. J Watson Software Ltd, Game/Programming/Educational software, ‘wits R SMGSMEME | Westfield Road, Turriff, Aberdeen for any Home Micro, to publish early next year. Tele: (0202) 290677 shire, Scotland ABS 7AF 
So don’t waste valuable time and don’t let your friends 

HARDWARE 
beat you to it! Send your programs on cassette to:— 

Venture Software, PO Box 19, Dundee, DD1 9BY 
P.S. Remember to enclose detailed instructions and a SAE 

for cassette return should it prove unsuitable.) ibs records 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS Replica Loud Firing Cot 45 Awtomatc, 23 sh 

Magnum 
gangsters favour with 

“ss 

Razvamattazy, 80 Seurst New Road 
Tendon SES 

TI-99/4A Computer Exhibition 3rd 
November 11am to S pm. Ritz, 
Whitworth Street, West Manchester | abiehed Pht : 
Details ring 0273'503968 Publications a = 

es 2 division of Popping, Break Dancing. Teach || puttnoono tio, 10 sachers Wa Accessories Yourself” SAE for detals. Dance | |_mereora'scteoz oooase¥ted 
Publications, 136 Monkhill Lane, 

LOW PRICES 
QUICKSHOT II JOYSTICKS 
Atari, Commodore 
Spectrum Kempston) 

REAL-TIME of (Slow) HIGH-SPEED Profesional Cassette Duplication and ited 

COMMODORE 64— BBC 
RAM Turbo Interface Software library Dk tronics Programmable Over 200 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 : interface £20.95) Scotland's first Independent er 200 vides, 2: weeks hire BBC B/Electron/Dragon software 
‘Currah Micro-Slot £13.50 ‘micro training centre Membership £5. Stamp for list.} | library — Membership £5.00, Curran Speech MICROTEACH 
(Spectrum/c64) £27.95| | | complete basic programming 
All prices include p&p. SAE for] | | courses BC, Spectrum and Dragon, 
lother software and hardware] | | Practical i0 weex course for 
Bargains, stating computer ana] | | Seginners tnrougn to advance 
interest. Qraphics and. small business 

applications COMPUTE, Rowcliffe, Brookend, Tel 041 332 0666 /081 332 9445 = FILL THIS SPACE Reysos Beds. Teitasa aoe 294a, Ca RO. DON'T FORGET TO 
IBA’ Tel. 01 607 0157 ARON FORGET To 

ORIC/ATMOS — DISCOUNTS! 
Software library 

Over 150 titles. 2 weeks hire £1 
Membership £5. Stamp for list 
Les wilson (0), 100 Blenheim 

Walk, Corby, Northants. 

Les wilson (C), 100 Blenheim 
Walk, Corby, Northants. Tapes 1 (+30p P&P). Stamp for 

details. E. Tucker, (H) 58, Blen- 
heim Walk, Corby, Northants, To hire a computer from Spectr 

48K upwards, please phone or wr 
to Business & Computer Services, 

edoni: 

MICRO COMPUTER AUCTIONS 

REGULAR MONTHLY AUCTIONS FOR ALL 
MICRO HARD & SOFTWARE. 

SEND FOR ENTRY FORM OR NEXT 
CATALOGUE TO:— 

MICRO COMPUTER AUCTIONS (HCW) 
NORTHINGTON HOUSE 

59 GRAYS INN RD, LONDON WC1x8TL 

TEL: 01-242-0012 (24 HOURS) 

Micro-Users SOFTWEAR ~ Atmos - Spectrum Library | | FSHIRTS and SWEATSHIRTS 
membership two weeks hire £1 Spectrum Invader 

s.a.e. to Hire-soft, 113 Broomfield I'm User Friendly 
Road, Marsh, Huddersfield. Have you seen my Peripherals? 

Zap “Em VIC-20/CBM 64 SOFTWARE HIRE— ‘ Lice et vet morn 100% Coto Tsbins in white, red or shy 
Dozens of titles (eg. 30 Time Trek Poty-cotton Sweatshirts in white or grey Pharoan’s Tomb) from 600 per £598 cach inclusive small, medium, rge week. Send SAE for your Hirekit to: ‘and extra large sizes 

ail Order ony from: 
One Per Cent Screens, Unit 12, Star Lane (Great Wakering, Een, 

he contents of this publication, including all articles, plans, drawings and progra al and all other intellectual property nights therein belong to Argus 
Specialist Publications Lid. co he Law of Copyright + injellectual property rights and by rtue of international copyright conventions are Specifically reserved to Argus S Publications Ltd and any = jor written consent of the company 

984 Argus Specialist Publications Ltd SSNO26-991 
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DISCOUNT SOFTWARE jsoftware | REPAIRS 'N’ SPARES REGISTER 
SPECTRUM — BBC — ORIC: 
So you think you can write 

Commodore repairs. By Commo: 
st woes £59. We offer repairs and spares || dore approved engineers, Repait 

sree? seacant 438 ‘ for Sinclair, commodore, | | prices — VIC-20 modulators £6.50 
For information write to B. aie pati Atari and all other makes VIC-20 from £14.50, CBM 64 from 

Jackson (software), 21 Rowan 11 ben do pon Part exchange and second £18.00, C2N from £7.00, printers, 

Way, New Balderton, Newark, ney peel and commoner senvices disk, etc. For more details write or 
Notts NG24 3AU eae tel. G.C. Bunce & Son. 36 Burling 

STATION ELECTRICAL, Coastal | | ton Road, Burnham, Bucks SPI 
Rd, Hestbank, Lancaster LA2 TBQ. Tel: (06286) 61696. 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES CE Sc he HEMFL COMPUTER 

ZX#1_— Spectrum, We can now CENTRE LTD. 
* WANTED x {fer our-of-guarantce repairs by || For fast reliable repair service 

TI-99/4A SOFTWARE: 
Any three fantastic games for only 

5. 39 titles 10 choose from 
For full list S.4.E. to: 

of your SPECTRUM, BBC 
DRAGON, ATARI and 

COMMODORE computers, ¢.¢ 

BUYERS FOR THIS SPACE our Computer Dept. Our engineers 
OFFERS TO BECKI ON 

001-437-0699 
pavebas cence sess orate 
servicing. Sinclair Compute 

cluding p&p. 2X81 Send your 16/48K Spectrum to 
BINBROOK SOFTWARE. i us and we will repair and retirn 

88 Cotterdale. Sutton Park. £11.50; 16K Ram — £9.98; Spec wi for £18 4 £1.60 p&p. 
Hull HU7 Ae rum —- £18.75, Send with chequeor sor Ee) pee trum — £18.75. Send withcheaveor 11” Hemet Computer Centre 114 

French's Reads Combridee cara | | 52 High St., Hemel Hempste 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE: French’s Risa: Canibridgs Heris HPI 3AF 
Jack & Te Beanstakk......$9ec £5.35 hone, (0223) Tel: 0442 212436 
Bete BE BB 
Maten point capes £590 MIC RO-SERV 
Martane 5 ae He rey us ||| WANTED _PRocRAMS ees suityine aaa 
em cy ‘ ; an cp Ath 
Bane es cca Cea a7 mA) | | Sewtrd neatueemeten meet ven] || BOC, SrecrUM, IC A, « DON'T FORGET TO} 
saz Sunuice ferbnerat sok ust | | | Ino ine mon ron WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS ASK ABOUT SERIES 

State Micro, Cheaues/POs to tn ne ete ad UNIT 4, Denny Workspace, DISCOUNTS! 
COMPUTER COMMUNICATION seine SORT 6, Dee Wotan 

(WK) LTD 
9 Martins Close. Blackwater Camberley Surrey GUI? OAH 
‘ORDER HOTLINE 0276 33852 

FAO. Gregory Martett, Big. Thinker Tel: Denny (0324) 823468 

NATIONWIDE SHOPS & DEALERS 

AGENCY FOR THE COMPUTING ARTS — | -raMPART COMPUTERS 
Unit 16, 102a Wood St., 

Walthamstow 

RAINBOW 
COMPUTER CENTRE 

If you are a good programmer you probably need an 
agent. Call Bath 60717 or write to: Spectrum, VIC-20, 64 nc COM 4, VIC 20 

6 Quarry Rock Gardens, Claverton Down Road Tiachines for. demo SPECTRUM, DRAGON 
Bath, Avon BA2 6EF Special opening offer ELECTRON, 2X8 

[SOMERSET | T 

DO YOU OFFER A REPAIR. 
SERVICE? WHY NOT WV GZ SZ 
ADVERTISE IN OUR = = Late PHOENIX REPAIRS 'N’ SPARES SOFTWARE = 

REGISTER. CENTRE 
MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE BOOK THIS SPACE NOW! PMFOR DETAILS. BBC SPECTRUM ETC RING 01-437-0699 

18 Huh. Yeowl, Somerset 
eras ae Toi: 0836 21724 

Reference ( 
Open Monday Sunday 9are-8pm 

For the largest selection of hard 
and software in the area 

VICTORIA ROAD, YEOVIL. SOMERSET 
TEL: 0935 26678 

When placing your ad, please state classification 
required. 3Sp per word. Minimum charge £5.25 
Send to: ASP Classified, No. 1 Golden Square 
London W.1. Tel: 01-437 0699 
Name 
Address 

sae Tel. No. (Day) 
Please place my advert in HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY for issues as soon as possible 
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LLA 21011 

: "49 M UNT | PLEASANT, TADLEY, HANTS. 12 
cane * DEALERS can order direct from CBS Telesales 01-960 2155 quoting account number, * = 

. LLA code number and quantities. Goods delivered within 48 hours. res at 



hero’s BACK. Is 
Anvhis latest action + Maps, 
packed adventure! don't gt tog 

Microdeal Mall'Orcee 41 Truro Rd, sates contact icrodeal Mail Order turo Rd, 
St. Austell Comwall PL25 5JE perme ReUTICN, 

Credit Card Sales R=" Gig or WEBSTERS 
Phone 0726 73456 ' 0483 62222 


